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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm STEENBOKS BERG no.209, proceed
respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries, and the eastern boundary of farm BASTIAANS
KLOOF no.210, to its outer-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary, traversing
farm BASTIAANS KLOOF no.210, to the south-western corner beacon of farm KORT ELANDS KLOOF
no.325. Continue along the eastern boundary of farm BASTIAANS KLOOF no.210, to the south-western
corner beacon of farm KLEINEBERG no.208. Proceed along its southern boundary, to the northern beacon
of farm ZWARMANS KOP no.212. Proceed respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm
LATEGAANS BERG no.213, and respectively the southern and eastern boundaries of farm KLEINEBERG
no.208, to the north-western corner beacon of farm GOED GELOOF no.206. Then proceed along the
SAPS boundary, traversing farm KLEINEBERG no.208, generally in a north-westerly direction for
approximately 495 metres and then deviate directly to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.667.
Continue respectively along its northern boundary and that of FARM no.666, farm PHILIPPUSHEUVEL
no.201, FARM no.867, FARM no.760 and farm VREDEHOEK no.602 to its north-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed along its eastern boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the
northern boundaries of farms WAAIHOEKSBERG no.190, FONTEINTJES BERG no.189, KANETVLEI
no.80, ZANDDRIFTS KLOOF no.78, ROODE ELS BERG no.71, GROOT HOEK no.70, WITTE BERG
no.40, WORCESTER RD no.770, FARM no.37 and farm HARTEBEESTE KRAAL no.36 to its northeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary of farm EIKENBOSCH no.349
and the southern and eastern boundaries of FARM no.350 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue
respectively along the northern boundaries of farms DIE DRAAI no.14 and PIENAARSKLOOF no.9 to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms VOETPADS
KLOOF no.253 and DRINKWATERS KLOOF no.251 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue
respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM no.843 and farm WOLFEN KOP no.3 to its northeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundary of farm CABIDU no.94 and the
eastern boundaries of farms VOETPADS BERG no.5, BUSHMANS GAT no.11 and QUAREE KLOOF
no.12, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the northern
and eastern boundaries of farm DE VALLEI no.23 and the eastern boundary of farm SLANG HOEK no.24,
to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern, eastern and southern
boundaries of farm KRAGAS KLOOF no.25, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm KLIPFONTEIN
no.28. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm ANNEX KLIPFONTEIN NO.26,
and then respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm ANNEX LETTAS KRAAL, to its
south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of
farm LETTAS KRAAL no.162, and the eastern boundary of farm ELANDS HOEK no.163, to its southeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms ZOUT KUIL
no.164, FARM no.833, FARM no.834 and NOUGAS POORT no.167, to its south-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm MATJES KLOOF NO.168, to its northwestern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern and western boundaries of farm
TAFELBERG no.169 and then respectively along the southern boundary of farm RATELBOSCH no.149
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm KOOPMANS RIVIER OUTSPAN no.1 proceed
along its northern boundary and that of farms FARM no.1372 and OHALFMANS HOF no.5 to its northeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and southern boundaries of farm
KASTEELS KLOOF no.255 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
boundaries of farms DASBOSCHFONTEIN no.16, BRINS KLOOF FOREST RESERVE no.228,
BAINSFOR no.229 and KLEIN BRAKENSTEIN MOUNTAIN no.584 to its south eastern corner beacon.
Proceed along the western boundary of farm EENZAAMHEID no.1 to its south-western corner beacon.
Then proceed respectively along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm PURGATORY
OUTSPAN no.1135 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm RUSBOSCH no.16. Continue respectively
along the southern and western boundaries of farm FRENCH HOEK FOREST RESERVE no.1023 to its
north western corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the eastern and northern boundaries of farm
OLD BETHLEHEM no.153 to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western
boundaries of FARM no.1217, FARM no.967 and farm SIGNAL HILL no.965 to its north- western corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern and western boundaries of farm LIEVLAND no.1311 and

and the eastern boundary of farm EZELSJACHT no.171, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue
respectively along its southern boundary and that of FARM no.761, farms WITVLAKTE no.175 and
BLAASKLOOF no.182, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern
boundary of farm TYGER BERG no.329, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm PATRYSKLOOF
no.330 and the northern boundaries of farms RABIES BERG no.331, WAAIKLOOFS BERG no.332 and
NAUDES BERG no.334, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue along its eastern boundary and that
of FARM no.802, FARM no.457 and farm KOELE FONTEIN no.458, to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of farm OU TOL no.464, to the
north-eastern corner beacon of farm ROOILANDIA no.472. Proceed respectively along its eastern
boundary and the northern boundary of farm ELANDIA no.466 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue
respectively along the southern boundary of farm NIET GEGUND no.471 and the eastern boundary of farm
GROOT KLOOF no.473, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern
boundary and that of FARM no.850, FARM no.849 and farm NUWE ROOIKLEIGAT no.477, to its southwestern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm
GONNA BERG no.485, the extreme northern boundary of farm KEURFONTEIN, and the eastern and
southern boundaries of farm HAUMAN’S KLOOF no.549 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms ZANDRIVIER no.550 and WILDE PAARDE BERG
no.587, to its southern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farm
WATERVALS KLOOF no.586, FARM no.695, farms FISMERSHOF no.652, WILDE PAARDE KRAAL
no.584, ACHTER ROOI HOOGTE no.581 and FARM no.750, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western boundaries of FARM no.523 and farm KLEIN TAFEL BERG no.524, and
the southern boundary of FARM no.523, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along its
western boundary and that of FARM no.631, farms SPRING STYGBEUGEL no.398, WOLVENKLOOF
no.396, WOLVENKLOOF no.395 and STEENBOKS BERG no.209, to its north-western corner beacon,
which is the STARTING point.
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then along the western boundary of farm WELTEVREDEN no.744 to the north-eastern corner beacon of
farm CLAPMUTS no.1063. Proceed along its northern boundary and then along the western boundary of
farm KLAPMUTS RIVIER no.742 to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.1515. Proceed
respectively along its northern boundary and that of FARM no.1035, farm DELTAMEER no.1460 and
FARM no.1151 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm HOOPENBERG no.32. Proceed respectively
along its eastern, northern and western boundaries to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed generally
westwards along the northern edge of the N1 road reserve, respectively traversing farms WELTEVREDEN
no.721 and KLEINJOOSTENBERG no.730, to the N1 off-ramp. Proceed generally north-westwards along
the off-ramp, traversing farm KLEINJOOSTENBERG no.730, to the south-western corner beacon of farm
WELTEVREDEN no.719 (western section). an Continue respectively along its western and northern
boundaries and then along the northern boundary of farm WELTEVREDEN no.721 to the south-western
corner beacon of farm WELTEVREDEN no.719 (eastern section). Proceed along its western boundary
and then respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm ZAND DAM no.479 to its northeastern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm
HELDERSIG no.281 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and
northern boundaries of farm LEEUWENKUIL no.936 to its north-western corner beacon. Continue
respectively along the western boundaries of farms MIDDELBURG no.445, MIDDELBURG no.443 and
FARM no.1240 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary of
FARM no.928 and the eastern boundary of farm BOERFONTEIN UITSPAN no.920 and then respectively
along the western boundaries of farms VARSFONTEIN no.1243 and VREYGUNST no.440 to its northwestern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farm SLENT no.161
and Farm no.166, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries
of FARM no.166, farm SLENT no. 161, FARM no.1503 and farm ZOETEFONTEIN no.159 to its northwestern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm ANNEX
WELTEVREDEN no.157 to its north eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern
boundaries of FARM no.1462, FARM no.1491 and farm BOTER KLOOF no.851 to its north-western corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm MATIESFONTEIN no.73, FARM
no.1672 and farm UITKIJK no.69 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
western and northern boundaries of FARM no.1605 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm GRENSPLAAS no.964 to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed along the northern boundary of farm BURGERS DRIFT no.40 to the south-western
corner beacon of FARM no.1504. Continue respectively along its lower western boundary and that of farm
KLIPDRIFSKRAAL no.35 and FARM no.1504 (upper western) to its north-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm EIKEBOOM no.1266 to its northeastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of farms DE VLEESCH BANK
no.30, RONDEHEUVEL no.32 and FARM no.1298 to its north-western corner beacon. Finally, proceed
respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm RONDEHEUVEL no.25 and then
respectively along the western boundaries of FARM no.1457, FARM no.1383 and farm KOOPMANS
RIVIER OUTSPAN no.1 to its north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
STARTING from the north- west corner beacon of farm KEEROMS BERG no.1, proceed respectively along
the northern boundaries of farms KEEROMS BERG no.1, WITWATERS KLOOF no.3, CORNER VLEI
no.4 and MIDDLE BERG no.5 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm EZELSJACHT no.171. Proceed
along its eastern boundary to the south western corner beacon of farm RATELBOSCH no.149. Proceed
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along its southern boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue along the entire southern
boundary of farm TAFELBERG no.169 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the western
boundary of farm MATJES KLOOF no.168 to its south-western corner beacon and then along the western
boundary of farm NOUGAS POORT no.167 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along its southern
boundary to its south eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms
UITKOMST no.13, BUITEN VERWACHTING no.14, BRAKKE RIVIER no.15, NIET VOORBY, GEEN
BEDROG no18, KRUIS RIVIER no.20 and ALLEMORGENS FONTEIN no. 21 to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Continue along its entire eastern boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm ANNEX TOUSSFONTEIN no.2 to the northwestern corner beacon of farm KOOKERS KLOOF no.3. Proceed respectively along its northern and
eastern boundaries to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundaries
of farms TOUWSFONTEIN no.1 and RATELFONTEIN no.71 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
along its southern boundary to the northern beacon of farm GATS KRAAL no.138. Continue respectively
along its eastern boundary and that of farm KLEINBERG no.139 to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed along the southern boundary of farm KLEINBERG no.139 to the south-western corner beacon
farm RIETKUIL no.42. Continue along the western boundaries of farms VOORSPOED no.568,
WINDVOGELS KRAAL no.43, HET GOED GELOOF no.70 and LEEUW RIVER BERG FOREST RESERV
no170 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm FOREST RESERVE no.177. Proceed respectively along
the northern boundaries of farms SWELLENDAM FOREST RESERVE no.169 and LEEUW RIVER BERG
FOREST RESERV no.171 and then respectively along its north-western and south-western boundaries to
the north eastern corner beacon of farm JOUBERTSDAL no.189. Continue respectively along its eastern
boundary and that of FARM 512A and DROOGE RIVIER no 201 to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed along its southern boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the
eastern boundaries of farms POTJES KRAAL no 244 and JUBILEESKRAAL no.246 to its south-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed along its southern boundary to the north-western corner beacon of farm
VOLMOED no.523. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of farm TWEE
RIVIEREN no 522 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern
boundaries of farm KLEINFONTEIN no.367 to the north-western corner beacon of farm KLEINFONTEIN
WEST no.371. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms NAAUWKLOOF no.384 and
FARM no.660 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its northern and western
boundaries to its south-western corner beacon and then respectively along the southern, western and
northern boundaries of FARM no. 372 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the
eastern boundaries of farms KLIPFONTEIN no 242 and HESSEQUAS no.530 to its north-eastern corner
beacon and then respectively along its northern and western boundaries to the south-eastern corner beacon
of FARM no. 229. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and the eastern boundary of FARM
no. 225 to its southern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms
BRAKKE FONTEIN no.231 and FARM 232 to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively
along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of FARM no.175 to its north-western corner beacon.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm HOOPENBERG no.32, proceed respectively
along its northern and eastern boundaries and the northern boundaries of FARM no.1151, farm
DELTAMEER no.1460, FARM no.1035 and FARM no.1515, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary and the northern and eastern boundaries of farm CLAPMUTS
no.1063 to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.42. Proceed along its eastern boundary and that
of farm WARWICK no.43 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western and
southern boundaries of farm LIEVLAND no.1311 and then along the eastern boundary of farm UITKYK
no.44 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM
no.46, FARM no.54 and RUST EN VREDE no.124 to the north-western corner beacon of farm OLD
BETHLEHEM no.153. Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries to its south-eastern
corner beacon and then respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of farm BANK JONKER
no.155 to the northern corner beacon of farm LEAST NURSCH no.835. Continue along the SAPS
boundary to intersect the CAPE WINELANDS / CAPE TOWN MAGISTERIAL BOUNDARY. Then proceed
along the Magisterial Boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm LOURENSFORD ANNEX
no.730. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary, the southern boundaries of FARM no.365, farms
MONT FLEUR no.1148, STELLENRUST no.524 and HELFOR no.721 to the north-eastern corner beacon
of farm ERINVALE no.722. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm HELFOR no.721), to
the south-western corner beacon of farm GROEN RIVIER ANNEXE no.720. Proceed respectively along its
western boundary and the southern boundaries of farms GROEN RIVIER no.571, DRIE WAGTE no.1325
and FARM no.1531 to the north-western corner beacon of farm DRIKSBERG no.717. Proceed along its

Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of Farm no.176 and FARM no.185 to its southwestern corner beacon. Proceed along its western boundary to its north-western corner beacon. Continue
respectively along the northern boundaries of farms GALGE BERG no34, KANON BERG no.33 and LANG
GEZOCHT no32 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm LANGE BERG no.31. Proceed respectively
along its eastern and northern boundaries to the southern corner beacon of farm JONAS PLAATS no. 145.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm KEURFONTEIN No.143 to its northwestern corner beacon. Proceed along its northern boundary to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm ANNEX BOSCH FONTEIN no.141 to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed along the northern boundary of farm SCHEEPERS HOOGTE
no 139 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries
of farm DWARS BOOM no.54 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the southern boundary of
farm EILANDIA no. 466 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western
boundaries of farms FARM no.767, FARM 823, FARM no.470, DE OUDE OPSTAL no.468 and EILANDIA
NOORD no.467 to its north-western corner beacon. Then proceed in a north-westerly direction to the southeastern corner beacon of farm ROOILANDIA no.472. Proceed along its eastern boundary to its northeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern, eastern and northern boundaries of farm
OU TOL no.464 to the south-eastern corner beacon of KOELE FONTEIN no.458. Continue respectively
along its eastern boundary and that of farms FARM no. 457, FARM no. 802, NAUDES BERG no334,
WAAIKLOOFS BERG no.332, RABIES BERG no.331, DIE VLAKTE no.33 and TYGER BERG no.329 to
the north-western corner beacon of farm KEEROMS BERG no.1, which is the STARTING point.
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western boundary and then along the eastern boundary of farm BO HELDERBERG no.1252 to its southeastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM no.714, FARM
no.713 and FARM no.712 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along its western boundary and
then along the southern boundary of FARM no.709 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along the
SAPS boundary to the eastern corner beacon of farm VREDENBURG ANNEXE no.701. Continue
respectively along its north-eastern and north-western boundaries to its western corner beacon. Proceed
generally in a south-easterly direction along the SAPS boundary to the north-west corner beacon defining
the pan-handle access section of farm VREDENBURG no.696. Proceed around its panhandle boundary
and continue eastwards along that boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm VREDENBURG
no.696 and continue along the SAPS boundary to the north-west corner beacon of FARM no.772
(northern strip). Then proceed southwards along its western boundary (northern strip) and continue along
the SAPS boundary through its western boundary to its south-western corner beacon (southern strip).
Proceed eastwards along its southern boundary to a point approximately 136 metres along its southern
boundary. Then continue generally southwards along the SAPS boundary, until the eastern corner beacon
of farm VAALFONTEIN OUTSPAN no.781. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of
farm GLEN no.777, BONNY BRACK no.779 and VAALFONTEIN WES no.780 to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Continue respectively along the northern and western boundaries of farm FIRRAIL no.782, the
northern boundary of FARM no.785 and the southern boundary of farm RUSTENHOF no.1101 to its (inner)
south-western corner beacon. Proceed westwards along the SAPS boundary (adjacent to the railway line),
traversing farm ZANDVLIET no.664), until intersection with the western boundary of farm ZANDVLIET
no.664. Proceed along this western boundary to the to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm CROYDON
no.663. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm UITKYK no.662 to its south
western corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of FARM no.1096 to the north-western corner
beacon of FARM no.429. Continue generally in a north-westerly direction along the SAPS boundary
(traversing FARM no.1096 and FARM no.1351) until intersection with the southern boundary of FARM
no.629. Proceed along its southern boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along its western
boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm MEERLUST no.1081. Proceed respectively along its
southern and (entire) western boundaries to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along
the western boundaries of FARM no.638 and FARM no.640 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed
along its northern boundary to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary
(traversing farm WELMOED ESTATE no.468) directly to the south-western corner beacon of FARM
no.472. Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM no.488 and FARM no.486 to
its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern and western boundaries of FARM
no.1377 to the south-western corner beacon of farm POLKA DRAAI no.407. Proceed along its western
boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.406. Proceed respectively along its southern,
western, northern and eastern boundaries to the north-western corner beacon of farm POLKA DRAAI
no.407. Proceed respectively along its north-western boundary, the western boundary of FARM no.1410
and the eastern boundary of farm JACOBSDAL no.410 to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM
no.417. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM no.419 and farm ANNEX
LANGVERWACHT no.245 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its northern boundary to the
south-western corner beacon of farm ROSENDAL no.249. Continue along the southern boundary of farm
HAASENDAL no.222 until intersection with the SAPS boundary on the northern boundary of farm
LANGVERWAGHT no.241. Proceed generally in a northerly direction along the SAPS boundary,
traversing farm HAASENDAL no.222 and then changing generally in an easterly direction to a point on its
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eastern boundary, which is approximately 664metres from its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue
generally in an easterly direction along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm GROENLAND no.214 to a
point on its eastern boundary, which is approximately 597metres from its north-eastern corner beacon.
Continue southwards along its eastern boundary for approximately 300metres and then generally in an
easterly direction along the M23, traversing farm KLEIN BOTTELARY no.17 until the M23 intersects the
eastern boundary of farm KLEIN BOTTELARY no.17 at the convergence of the M23 and M15. Then
proceed to the south-western corner beacon of farm KOOPMANS KLOOF no.221 and continue
respectively along its southern and eastern boundaries to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western boundaries of farms MONDIG no.21, FARM no.20 and FARM no.729 to its
north-western corner beacon. Proceed to the south-western corner beacon of FARM no.728 on the northern
boundary of farm BRAK VLEI no.726, Continue along the southern boundary of FARM no.728, then
deviate due north along the railway (traversing FARM no.728), to intersect the N1. Proceed eastwards
along the northern edge of the N1 road reserve, (traversing FARM no.728, farm KLEINJOOSTENBERG
no.730 and WELTEVREDEN no.721), to the south-western corner beacon of farm HOOPENBERG no.32.
Finally, proceed along its western boundary to its north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING
point.
Starting from the north-western corner beacon of farm ONRUST no.51 proceed respectively along its
northern boundary and that of farm HONDVERBRAND no.47 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Then
proceed along its eastern boundary to the north- western corner beacon of farm VARKKLOOF no. 45.
Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries to the north-western corner beacon of farm
KRUISRIVIER no.42. Continue respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries to the north-western
corner beacon of farm MARTINUS WERF no.41. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that
of farm KLIPKRAAL no.40 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western
boundaries of farms RATEL FONTEIN no.26 and CERES RD no 483 to its north-western corner beacon
and then along its northern boundary and that of farm KOFFEE WATER no.23 to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm DOORN LAGTE
no.22 to the north-western corner beacon of farm UINTJESKRAAL no.21. Proceed respectively along its
northern boundary and that of farms MIDDEL DRIFT no.12 and OUDEBAAS KRAAL no.13 to its northeastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of farms PLAT FONTEIN
no.11, UINTJES BOSCH no.7 and WAAI KOP no.6 to its north- western corner beacon. Proceed along its
northern boundary to the south-western corner beacon of farm DE ZYFER no.1. Proceed respectively along
its western, northern and eastern boundaries to the north-western corner beacon of farm ROOI WERF no.2.
Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm HONDER HOEK no.3 to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm PAARDE KRAAL no.4,
including its southern boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern
boundaries of farms DRIE FONTEIN no.8 and WALFONTEIN no.9, including its southern boundary to its
south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms OLIVIERS
KRAAL NO.16, WATERLEMOEN FONTEIN no.17, ZOUTE RIVIER no 32, RONDAVEL no.34, KOOK
FONTEIN no.78 and POPELIER BOSCH no.79 to its eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the southern
boundary of FARM no.193 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
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boundaries of farms AMANDELBOOM no.158 and OLIVIERS BERG no.159 to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Continue respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm MUISHOND RIVIER
no.161 to the northern beacon of farm KABEL TOUW no160. Proceed respectively along its eastern
boundary and that of farm HASJES VLEY no.162, including its southern boundary to its south-western
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern and western boundaries of farm OUDE KLOOF
no.78 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along the south- eastern boundary of farm PATATAS
RIVIER no.248 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and
that of farms BRUWELS FONTEIN no.249, MELKBOSCH KRAAL no 250, DRINKWATERS KLOOF
no.251 and VOETPADS KLOOF no.253 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
eastern boundaries of farms FARM no.254, KARRONA no.255, FARM no350 (including its southern
boundary), EIKENBOSCH HOEK no.349 (southern section) to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
HARTEBEESTE KRAAL no.36. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farms
EIKENBOSCH HOEK no.349, KWARTELFONTEIN no.351, FARM no.352, FARM no. 38, FARM no. 354,
FARM no.355, ERFDEEL no.424 and LAKENVLEI no.404 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
ROODE ELS BERG no.71. Proceed along its north-western boundary to the north eastern corner beacon of
farm ZANDDRIFTS KLOOF no.78. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm
KANNETVLEI no.80 and FONTEINTJES BERG no.189 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the south eastern and western boundaries of farm ZUURBERG no.382 to the northeastern corner beacon of farm VREDEHOEK no.602. Proceed along its northern boundary to its northeastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farms DONKER KLOOF
FOREST RESERVE no.293, DE LIEFDE no.334, KANONKOP no. 335 and (again) DE LIEFDE no.334 to
the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.666. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and
that of FARM no. 667 and then along its western boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the northern boundaries of farms GOED GELOOF no. 206, GOED GELOOF no. 207
(crossing the R43 ROAD) and (again) farm GOED GELOOF no. 206 to its north-western corner beacon.
Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of farms GOED GELOOF no. 734 and GOED
GELOOF no.207 to the north eastern corner beacon of farm WITTE ELSE BOOM no.214. Proceed
respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm WITELSBOOM NO.640, including the eastern
boundary of farm LATEGAANS BERG no.231 to the northern beacon of farm ZWARMANS KOP no.212.
Continue along its western boundary and then along the south-eastern boundary of farm KLEINEBERG
no.208 and respectively the eastern boundaries of farms BASTIAANS KLOOF no.210 and STEENBOKS
BERG no. 209 to its northern beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundary of farm
DASBOCHFONTEIN no.16 (southern section) to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively
along the southern and western boundaries of farm KASTEELS KLOOF no.255 to its north- western corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of farms HALFMANS HOF no.5, FARM no.
1372, GOOD HOPE no.2 and KOOPMANS RIVIER OUTSPAN no.1 to its north-western corner beacon at
the intersection with the GREAT BERG RIVER. Proceed generally in a northerly direction along the
GREAT BERG RIVER until the intersection with the south-western corner beacon of farm VIER-EN-
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TWINTIG RIVIERE no.240. Proceed respectively along its southern and eastern boundaries to the southwestern corner beacon of farm HALFMANS HOF no.10. Continue respectively along its southern boundary
and that of farms FARM no.11, NEETHLINGBERG no. 231, DASBOCHFONTEIN no.16 (northern
section), DRIE DAS BOSCH no.18 and DRIEBOSCH no.17 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
along the northern boundary of farm GREAT WINTERHOEK no.44 to the south-western corner beacon of
farm VISGAT no.207. Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of farms ONDER
BOSCHKLOOF no.205, WYDEKLOOF no.266, WYDEKLOOF no.108 and NAAUWKLOOF no.107 to the
south-western corner beacon of farm HEXBERG no.58. Proceed along its southern boundary and then
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms FARM 475 no.475 and PLAAS NR.575 no.575 to
the south-western corner beacon of FARM no.637. Finally proceed respectively along its southern and
eastern boundaries to the north-western corner beacon of farm ONRUST no.51, which is the STARTING
point.
STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm DROOG FONTEIN no.1, proceed along its
northern boundary and that of farms DUIKER FONTEIN no.5, SLANGE FONTEIN no.6 and PRINS
KLOOF no.8, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary and the
northern boundary of farm KLIPPGAT no.9, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
its eastern boundary and that of farm GANS FONTEIN no.10 and then respectively along the northern
boundaries of farms BULTFONTEIN no.387, PAARDEBERG no.49 and AASVOGELBERG no.59, to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary and respectively along the northern
boundaries of farms TAAIBOSCHFONTEIN no.61 and SPITSKOP no.62 to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM no.63, to its south-eastern
corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms KALKWAL no.65 and
BRUINRUG no.64, the western boundary of farm NIEUWHOEKSFONTEIN no.67 and then its northern
boundary and that of farms WAAIFONTEIN ANNEX no.66 and WAAYFONTEIN no.65, to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms TAAYBOSCHFONTEIN no.15
and PHAISANT KRAAL no.1, to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern
boundaries of farms GABRIELS BAKEN no.2, SCHIETKUIL no.3, KLEIN LOS KOP no.5,
LEEUWENFONTEIN no.6, DRIEFONTEIN no.8 and RIET POORT no.9, to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the northern and eastern boundaries of
FARM no.110, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the northern boundary
of farm DRIEFONTEIN no.26 and the western boundaries of farms SWAVEL KRANSE no.28 and HOUT
KLOOF no.29, to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed along its northern boundary and then
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm DE HOOP no.30, to the north-western corner
beacon of farm MATJESFONTEIN no.31. Continue respectively along its northern, eastern and southern
boundaries and then respectively along the western boundary of farm WINTERHOEK no.43 (north-eastern
section) and the northern boundaries of FARM no.523 and WINTERHOEK no.43 (western section), to its
north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and the northern boundaries
of farms TOON BOTHAS HOEK no.36 and MEIFONTEIN no.37, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Then
proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM no.38 and FARM no.39, to its south-eastern
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corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the eastern boundary of Farm no.44, the
northern boundary of farm RUIGTE VALLEY no.42 and then generally southwards along the Western Cape
/ Eastern Cape Provincial Boundary to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.43. Continue
respectively along its northern and western boundaries, the southern boundary of FARM no.44 and the
south-eastern and southern boundaries of FARM no.45, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
ZUURPOORT OUTSPAN no.98. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms
PATRYS VALLEI no.100 and DOORNBOSCH no.96, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue along
the western boundary of farm and ANNEX PAARDE VLEI no.102, then respectively along the western,
northern and eastern boundaries of farm ANNEX DE KLEINE ZONDAGS RIVIER no.101 and the eastern
boundary of farm THE TRONK no.103 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
northern, western and southern boundaries of FARM no.187, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
ANNEXURE ONBEDACHT no.106. Proceed along its eastern boundary and then respectively along its
southern boundary and that of farms ANNEX KLIPFONTEIN no.107, QUAGGAS DRIFT no.108,
PAARDEFONTEIN no.112, including the northern boundary of farm ONBEDACHT no.294 to its northwestern corner beacon. Proceed along its western boundary, then respectively along the southern boundary
of farm MOUNTAIN SLOPE no.115 and the eastern boundary of FARM no.124, to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms KOM no.125, LELIEFONTEIN
no.127, LELIEFONTEIN no.129 and BLOEMFONTEIN no.131 to its south-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary and the southern boundary of farm KLIPFONTEIN no.126
to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farms MATJES
KLOOF no.136 and RIETFONTEIN no.139 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm HARMONIE no.140.
Proceed along its eastern boundary and that of farm SARELS RIVIER no.141 to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of FARM no.142 and FARM no.151 to
its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the south-eastern boundary of farm
ALEXANDERKRAAL no.150, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm VOGELFONTEIN no.149 and
the western boundary of FARM no.157 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm JURY FONTEIN
no.141. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm DRIE BOSCH KUIL no.142 to
its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms LOS
BOOMEN no.339, NIEUW JAARS FONTEIN no.340 and ROOI DAM No.341 to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundary of farm SCHILDPADKOP no.342 and the
northern and eastern boundaries of farm UPPER BUSH DOVE RIVER no.343 to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Continue along its southern boundary and that of farms BLAAUW BOSCH KUIL no.344 and
MIDDEL KRAAL no.345 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm LANG GAT no.364. Proceed
respectively along its eastern and southern boundaries to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms NIEUW JAARS KRAAL no.384 and BREE LEEGTE
no.385, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the eastern,
southern and western boundaries of farm ARTHURS KRAAL no.386 and the southern and western
boundaries of farm MUIS KRAAL no.373, to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
the southern boundaries of farms TYGER POORT no.376, DWAALFONTEIN no.379, DWAALFONTEIN
WES no.377 and LIBERTYNN no.374 to its south-western corner beacon. Continue along its western
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STARTING from the north-west corner beacon of farm ALLEMANS HOEK no.1, proceed along its eastern

boundary to the north-western corner beacon of farm RIET POORT no.13. Proceed respectively along the
southern and western boundaries of farm KAATJIES KRAAL no.380 and the western boundary of farm
VLAKFONTEIN no.325, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm LAMMERS KRAAL no.11. Continue
respectively along the southern boundary of farm DALE AJALON no.322, the eastern and southern
boundaries of farm UITKYK no.324 and the southern and western boundaries of farm LEEUWKRAAL
no.309 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm FLAGFONTEIN no.308. Proceed respectively along its
southern boundary and that of farms BUSHMANS LEEGTE no.294, KRANSKRAAL no.283 and
ZEEKOEVALLEY no.282 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its western
boundary, the southern boundary of farm BLOEM ZYN KRAAL no.281 and the eastern boundary of farm
PAARDE FONTEIN no.272 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern
boundary and that of farms RIETFONTEIN no.269 and BUFFELS VALLEY no.268 to its south-western
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms ANNEX BOKRIVIER no.267
and BOKRIVIER no.266 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm ADJ. PLAATDOORNS no.263.
Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the western boundary of farm PLAATDOORNS no.262
and the southern boundaries of farms DRIEFONTEIN no.260, RIETVALLEY no.259 and BANKS GATEN
no.250 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of
farm OVERSE FONTEIN no.249 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed along its northern boundary
and respectively that of farms LYS HOEK no.248, RONDOM no.247 and PRINS HOEK no.244, to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms GOLIADS
KRAAL no.240 and HOEDEMAKER no.239 to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively
along its northern boundary, the southern boundaries of farms PAULS SYFER no.437 and
ACHTERPLAATS no.438, the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM no.404, the northern boundary of
FARM no.236 and the western boundary of farm EZELS KOM no.234 to its north-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the eastern boundary of farm OS HOEK no.233, the
northern boundaries of farms JAN HOEKS KLOOF no.226, ROOIKLOOF no.227, TIERHOEK no.228 and
PAAL LEEGTE no.224 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and
northern boundaries of farm KOEKEMOER no.222 and the northern boundary of farm THORN VALLEY
no.221, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms
RIETFONTEIN no.220, DANSTER FONTEIN no.219 and BRANDEWYNS GHAT no.214 to its northwestern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries to the southwestern corner beacon of farm DOORNBOOMFONTYN no.89. Proceed respectively along its western
boundary and the southern boundary of farm SWART RUG no.88 to its south-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm PLATFONTEIN no.28 as well as its
northern boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm KOOPMANS GRAFT no.329. Continue
respectively along the western boundaries of farms DRIEFONTEIN no.37, MATJESFONTEIN no.25,
ELANDS FONTEIN no.24 and BASTARDS POORT no.2 to its north-western corner beacon. Finally,
proceed along its northern boundary and the western boundary of farm DROOG FONTEIN no.1 to its northwestern corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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boundary and that of farms DE MOLEN no.5 and HAMELKRAAL no.1 to the north-eastern corner beacon
of farm DE DRIFT no.17. Proceed along the SAPS boundary, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue
along its eastern boundary and that of farms DE LIST no.19, DE LIST EXTENTION no.21, VLAKKE
KRAAL no.22 and SCHOPPEL MAAY KRAAL no.54 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its
southern boundary and then respectively along the western and southern boundaries of farm
STERKFONTEIN no.72 to the south-western corner beacon of farm BADSFONTEIN no.73. Continue
respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms LEENDERTS KRAAL no.118, KETTANGS HOOGTE
no.119, KOPJES KRAAL no.120 and WILLEMS KRAAL no.193 to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of farm LANG LAAGTE no.195
to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm WOLVE HOEK no.194. Continue respectively along its eastern
boundary and that of farms ROODE RAND no.197 and OLYVE FONTEIN no.198 to its south- eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm DWIJKA RIVER no.199
to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm LANG FONTEIN no.200. Proceed along its eastern boundary to
its south-eastern corner beacon and then respectively along the northern and southern boundaries of farm
BAVIAANS KLOOF no.201 to the north- eastern corner beacon of farm BRAND BERG no.202. Continue
along its eastern boundary and then respectively along its southern boundary and that farms KLEIN BERG
no.203, VERLOREN HOEK A no.204, VERLOREN HOEK C no.206, SEWENWEEKS POORT no.214,
KOUDEVELDS BERG no.218, TOVER BERG no.226, ANNEX BUFFELS RIVIER no.227, ANNEX
BARTMANS FONTEIN no.228, ANNEX ZUIKERBOSCH FONTEIN no.229, ANNEX DOORN RIVIER
no.230 and ANNEX DRIE FONTEIN to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along its western
boundary and then respectively along the southern boundaries of farms WILGER FONTEIN no.258, WITTE
POORT no.259, ANYSBERG EAST no.261, ANYSBERG WEST no.262 and ANNEX ALLEMORGENS
FONTEIN no.266 to its south- western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and
that of farm KEURKLOOF no.265 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm RIET KLOOF no.173.
Proceed respectively along its southern, western and northern boundaries to the south western corner
beacon of farm KOPPIESKRAAL no.171 and then along its western boundary to the south- eastern corner
beacon of farm ANNEX DE VALLEY no.169. Proceed respectively along its southern, western and northern
boundaries and then along the western boundary of farm GROOTHOEK no.161 to the south- eastern
corner beacon of farm KRAGA’S DRIFT no.159. Proceed respectively along its southern and western
boundaries to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of farms
ANNEX KRAGA no.158, ANNEX QUARRIE KLOOF no.155, CONSTABLE no.154, ANNEX CABIDU
no.153 and CABIDU no.94 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm WOLFEN KOP no.3. Proceed
respectively along the southern, western and northern boundaries of farm DE KOLKEN no.93 to the southeastern corner beacon of farm PATATAS RIVIER no.248. Proceed respectively along the western
boundaries of farms DRIE KOPPEN no.92 and OUDE KLOOF no.78 to its north-western corner beacon
and then along the southern boundary of farm HASJES VLEI no.162 to its south- eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms LUIPAARDS KLOOF no.79,
BARENDSKRAAL no.76 and BRANDVALLEY no.75, continuing along its northern boundary to its north-
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm DE KRANTS no.65, proceed respectively along
its northern boundary and that of farms KOEDOESFONTEIN no.63 and MOORDENAARSKRAAL NOORD
no.64 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundary of farm
LOSKOP No.6 and the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm BLOEM ZYN KRAAL no.4 to the
north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.1 (western section). Proceed respectively along its northern
boundary and that of farms SERVENFONTEIN no.5, FARM no.1 (eastern section) and STINKFONTEIN
no.7 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the northern
boundaries of farms RHEMHOOGTE no.8 and VELDMANS RIVIER no.9 to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Then proceed respectively along the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm
LAMMERSKRAAL no.11 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm RIETFONTEIN no.12. Proceed
respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms RIETPOORT no.13 and FARM no.231 to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm ANTJES
FONTEIN no.14 to the north-western corner beacon of farm TRAKAS KUILEN no.15. Continue
respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms WITPOORTJE no.16 and WOLVE KRAAL
no.17 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms
ANNEX TAAIBOS no.21 and CYFERFONTEIN no.115, to the north-western corner beacon of farm
SCHILSPADS VLAKTE no.111. Proceed along its northern boundary and then respectively along the
northern and eastern boundaries of farm RIETKUIL no.119 to the south-western corner beacon of farm
VLIEGEKRAAL no.89. Proceed respectively along the western boundary of FARM no.90 and the eastern
boundaries of farms OUDE MUURE no.121, KLIPFONTEIN no.174, OORLOGS KLOOF no.175 and
FARM no.176 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of
farms FARM no.176, WITBERG no.180, DRIE PUNT no.181, KLEIN VALIE no.182 and FARM no.185,
then along the northern boundary of farm BOTHAS HOEK no. 7 and then respectively along the southern
boundaries of farms ANGLIERS BERG no.187 and GOUSBERG no.188, to its south-western corner
beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms ALBERT BERG no.4 and
WARBOOM BERG no.3, and then respectively along the southern boundaries of farms PAARDE VLEY

eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and eastern boundaries of farm BON
ESPIRANGE no.73 and then along the eastern boundary of farm APRILS KRAAL no.105 to its southeastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM no.285, AANSTOOT
no.72 and LEEUWENFONTEIN no.71 to its north- eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
western and northern boundaries of farm AASVOGELBOSCH no.44 and then respectively along the
western boundaries of farms ANNEX MEINTJES PLAATS no.43, SPITZE KOP no.42 and WELGEMOED
no.268 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and the
western boundary of farm BOTMANS HOEK no.10 to its north-western corner beacon. Continue
respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms BOSCHMANS KLOOF no.9, STERBOOM
HOEK no.8 and WILGEBOSCH KLOOF no.2 (southern section) to its northern corner beacon. Proceed
along the southern boundary of FARM no.148 and then respectively its eastern boundary and that of FARM
no.147 to its northern corner beacon. Finally, proceed along the eastern boundary of FARM no.145 to the
north- western corner beacon of farm ALLEMANS HOEK no.1, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the northern beacon of farm VAN no.431, proceed respectively along its eastern boundary
and that of FARM no.224, to intersect FRANKDALE ROAD. Proceed generally eastwards along the SAPS
boundary on FRANKDALE ROAD (respectively traversing FARM no.152 and farm VISSERSHOK
OUTSPAN no.153) until intersection with the eastern boundary of farm VISSERSHOK OUTSPAN no.153.
Proceed generally southwards along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm VISSERSHOK no.957) until
intersection with WINGFIELD ROAD (N7). Continue generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on
the centre of N7 (traversing farm VISSERSHOK no.957), to the southern beacon of FARM no.220.
Continue generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on the N7 (respectively traversing FARM
no.212, FARM no.213, FARM no.220, farm POTSDAM OUTSPAN no.235, SAPS AREA), crossing
PLATTEKLOOF ROAD (M14) and proceeding further. Adhere to the route generally southwards along the
SAPS boundary on the centre of the N7, crossing BOSMANSDAM ROAD (M8), then deviating southwestwards along the northern edge of the road reserve of TABLE BAY BOULEVARD (N1), to the northern
beacon of the farm MONTAGUE GARDENS no.245 (southern section). Proceed due south, initially along
its inner-eastern boundary, then along the SAPS boundary (traversing the farm), and continuing adjacent
to 18th Avenue, to eventually intersect the northern edge of the road reserve of VOORTREKKER ROAD
(R102). Then proceed due east along the SAPS boundary on the northern edge of the road reserve of the
R1O2, to intersect the western edge of the road reserve of VANGUARD ROAD (N7). Proceed due south
along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road reserve the N7 and deviate westwards along
the fence and continue along FOREST DRIVE. Then deviate northwards along the SAPS boundary, then
westwards at the MAITLAND CEMETERY, crossing PRESTIGE DRIVE and deviating generally
southwards, crossing BERKELEY ROAD to link with THOMAS ROAD. Continue along the SAPS
boundary on THOMAS ROAD, to deviate westwards through NDABENI ROAD and intersect the eastern

no.194, KLIPHUIS VLEY no.197, GROOT VLEY no.198, BOTES NEK no.202, GROOT BERG no.203,
OSSEN BERG no.208 and OSSEN BERG no.209 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along its western and northern boundaries, the northern boundary of farm OSSEN BERG
no.208, the southern and western boundaries of farm GAMKAS BERG no.207 and the southern and
western boundaries of farm DWIJKA RIVER no.199 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western boundary of farm RHOODE PUNT WES no.149, the southern boundary of
farm WITPOORT no.145 and then along its entire western boundary to its north-western corner beacon.
Proceed along its northern boundary to the river and then northwards along the river (traversing farm
STEENBOKS KRAAL no.144), to the south-western corner beacon of farm KLEIN UITSPANNING no.143.
Proceed along its western boundary to its north-western corner beacon. Continue westwards along the
southern boundary of farm ANNEX RHEEBOKS KOP no.89 and then respectively along the south-western
boundaries of farms BLAAUWKRANS no.84 and BADSFONTEIN no.73, to its south-western corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern, western and northern boundaries of farm
STERKEFONTEIN no.72 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western
boundaries of farms RIETFONTEIN no.68, DROOGFONTEIN no.67 SCHOORSTEEN no.66 and DE
KRANTS no.65, to its north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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edge of the road reserve of ALEXANDRA ROAD. Proceed generally southwards along the eastern edge of
the road reserve of ALEXANDRA ROAD, then deviate generally south-westwards on the southern edge of
the road reserve of RAPENBERG ROAD (M52), until intersection with the northern edge of the road
reserve of SETTLERS WAY (N2). Continue along the SAPS boundary, initially north-westwards on the
eastern edge of the N2 road reserve. Then proceed generally westwards on its northern edge, crossing
LIESBEEK PARKWAY (M57), MAIN ROAD (M4) and departing from the N2 at the intersection with
RHODES DRIVE (M3) on its westward route. Continue generally south-westwards along the SAPS
boundary, traversing TABLE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK, to the north-western corner beacon of farm
TABLE MOUNTAIN FOREST RESERVE no.859. Proceed along the northern boundary of farm THE
SADDLE no.860, to its north-western corner beacon. Continue generally southwards along the SAPS
boundary, respectively traversing farms THE SADDLE no.860 and TABLE MOUNTAIN FOREST
RESERVE no.859. Proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary, at the intersection of the
northern bank of the DIEP RIVER and the track, traversing respectively farms TABLE MOUNTAIN
FOREST RESERVE no.859, FARM no.898 and FARM no.861 to a point in the SAPS area, that is
approximately 405 metres west of its western boundary. Then proceed generally in a south-westerly
direction along the SAPS boundary, to a point on the northern boundary of FARM no.901, that is
approximately 193 metres west of its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue generally south-westwards
along the SAPS boundary, traversing FARM no.901, to its inner-south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
along the SAPS boundary, traversing the south-eastern sector of FARM no.901, to a point on its southern
boundary, that is approximately 63 metres north-west of its outer south-eastern beacon. Proceed generally
westwards along the SAPS boundary, crossing VICTORIA ROAD (M6) to the Atlantic Low Water Mark.
Continue generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, respectively
adjacent to the SAPS Area, FARM no.902, the SAPS Area (CAMPS BAY, CLIFTON BEACH, BANTRY
BAY, SEA POINT, THREE ANCHOR BAY, GREEN PPOINT, TABLE BAY HARBOUR, PAARDEN
EILAND, WOODBRIDGE ISLAND, MILNERTON GOLF COURSE, SUNSET BEACH, WEST BEACH,
BLOUBERGSTRAND and BLOUBERG NATURE RESERVE, to the point of intersection of the ATLANTIC
Low Water Mark with the linear westward extension of the southern boundary of farm KLEIN
MELKBOSCH no.94. Continue eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the aforementioned extension
line, to the south-western corner beacon of farm KLEIN MELKBOSCH no.94. Proceed respectively along
its southern boundary, the western boundary of FARM no.145 and the southern boundary of FARM no.144,
to its inner-south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern and eastern boundaries
of the MALMESBURY NU SAPS Sub-Place of FARM no.1141, to the south-western corner beacon of
FARM no.91. Finally, proceed along its southern boundary to the northern beacon of farm VAN no.431,
which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm GROENE KLOOF no.971, proceed respectively
along its northern and eastern boundaries, then along the northern boundary of FARM no.14 and
respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM no.15 to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the western boundary of FARM no.820, the southern boundary of farm
GROENE RIVIER no.821 and the northern boundaries of farms KLIPVLEI no.28 and MODDERFONTEIN
no.27, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue along its eastern boundary and respectively that of
farms FARM no.1432, FARM no.1485, MOSSELBANK no.906, FARM no.1098, MAGRUG no.51 and
FARM no.1437, to the north-western corner beacon of farm RADIO no.918. Proceed respectively along its
northern boundary and that of farms BLAAUW BLOMME KLOOF no.941, OLYPHANTS FONTEIN no.935,
GRAAFWATER no.931, MALMESBURY RD no.1150, WEMMERSHOEK OUTSPAN SOUTH no.1027,
FARM no.1106 and farm KEERDWEDER no.1122, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western boundaries of farms VREYEGUNST no.440, VARSFONTEIN no.1243,
FARM no.1240, MIDDELBURG no.443 and MIDDELBURG no.445, to its south- western corner beacon,
and then along its southern boundary to the north-western corner beacon of farm LEEUWENKUIL no.936.
Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
KARNEMELKSVLEI no.471 (eastern section). Proceed respectively along its eastern, southern and
western boundaries to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern
boundaries of farms LEEUWENKUIL no.936, LEEUWENDANS no.937 and BLAAUW BLOMME KLOOF
no.941 to the north-western corner beacon of farm KLIPRUG no.942. Proceed respectively along its
western boundary, the panhandle access entry boundary of farm BLAAUW BLOMME KLOOF no.941, the
northern boundary of farm EXCELSIOR no.58 and the south-western boundary of farm RADIO no.918, to
the south-eastern corner beacon of farm RADIO no.56. Then proceed respectively along its southern
boundary and that of farm KLIPHEUWEL ANNEX no.52, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM 61 no.1470, to the north-eastern corner
beacon of FARM no.118. Proceed respectively along its eastern and then along the northern boundary of
farm RONDEBOSCHJES HEUWEL no.116, to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively
along the western boundary of farm ADDERLEY no.66, the eastern and southern boundaries of farm
KOEBERGPLAAS no.1503 and the eastern boundaries of farms DE KLEINE OLIPHANTS KOP no.104
and WELVERGENOEGD no.137, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its
southern boundary and that of farm PLATTERUG no.139, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of farm VISSERSHOK OUTSPAN no.153 and then
along the southern boundary of FARM no.152, to its south- western corner beacon. Continue respectively
along its western boundary and that of farms MORNING STAR no.141 and FARM no.101, to the southeastern corner beacon of farm BLAAUWE BERG no.91. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary
and the eastern and southern boundaries of the MALMESBURY NU SAPS Sub-Place of FARM no. 1141,
to the southern beacon of farm DUNE no.144. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and the
western boundary of farm DUNE no.145, to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed along the southern
boundary of farm KLEIN MELKBOSCH no.94, to its south-western corner beacon. Then proceed due west
along the SAPS boundary on a linear extension of the southern boundary of farm KLEIN MELKBOSCH
no.94, to the ATLANTIC low-water mark. Continue generally northwards along the low-water mark,
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STARTING from the north-west corner beacon of farm KUIPERS KRAAL no.133, proceed respectively
along its northern boundary and the western and northern boundaries of farm RONDEKUIL no.113, to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary and then respectively along the northern
boundaries of farms RONDEKUIL no.114 and RONDEBOSCHJES HEUWEL no.116, to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm
RONDEBOSCHJESBERG no.119 and then along the western boundary of farm EENSGEZIND ANNEX no
60, to its north-western corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms
KLIPHEUWEL ANNEX no.52 and RADIO no.56, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively
along the western boundary of farm RADIO no.918, the northern boundaries of farms NOODHULP no.58,
KLIPRUG no.942, ANNEX PLATHUG no.473, FARM no.472 and FARM no.471, to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of farm CORONA no.480 and then respectively along
its southern boundary and that of farms JOOSTENBERGKLOOF no.1294(eastern section),
JOOSTENBERGS KLOOF no.474 and JOOSTENBERGKLOOF no.1294(western section) to its southwestern corner beacon. Then proceed westwards along LICHTENBURG ROAD (traversing farms
JOOSTENBERGS KLOOF no.474 and JOOSTENBERG VLAKTE no.724) to the south eastern corner
beacon of FARM no.177. Proceed along the western boundary of farm JOOSTENBERG VLAKTE no.724
to intersect the river at the eastern periphery of the FISANTEKRAAL sub-place. Proceed generally southeastwards along the river (traversing farm JOOSTENBERG VLAKTE no.724), so to include the
FISANTEKRAAL sub-place, until its southern periphery. Then deviate generally westwards along the SAPS
boundary on the said southern periphery (so to include the said sub-place) to intersect MAIN ROAD M167.
Continue generally southwards along the M167 (respectively traversing farms JOOSTENBERG VLAKTE
no.724 and JOOSTENBERGS no.725) and deviating due west at the intersection with RED HILL STREET,
to intersect the western boundary of farm JOOSTENBERGS no.725 at the intersection of OKAVANGO
ROAD and VATICAN STREET. Then proceed generally southwards along the eastern edge of the road
reserve of OKAVANGO ROAD, maintaining that trajectory to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
LANGEBERG no.311 (northern section), then along its eastern boundary to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Continue along the SAPS boundary and then respectively to the north-eastern corner beacon of
the next section of farm LANGEBERG no.311 and its eastern boundary until intersection with the M15
(Langeberg Road). Proceed westwards on the M15 along the SAPS boundary to intersect with TARA
STREET. Continue southwards along TARA STREET, then into VERBENA STREET and into WERDA
STREET until it intersects DE VILLIERS ROAD. Continue due south along the SAPS boundary, until the
north-western corner beacon of farm LANGEBERG no.311 (southern section). Proceed along its western

respectively traversing the western boundaries of the SAPS Area, FARM no.1375 and FARM no.565, to
the south western corner beacon of FARM no.979. Continue along its western boundary and then
respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms BUFFELS RIVIER no.980,
CRUYWAGENSKRAAL no.977, FARM no.978 and LAASTE STUIVER no.976, to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Finally, proceed along the western boundary of farm GROENE KLOOF no.971, to its north-western
corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Then proceed along the western boundary of farm
WELGEMEEND no.317, then deviate to its inner-western boundary, to its inner south-western corner
beacon. Continue southwards along the SAPS boundary, until intersection with the northern edge of the
OLD N1 road reserve. Proceed generally eastwards along the SAPS boundary for approximately 130
meters to the center of the OLD N1 NATIONAL ROAD. Continue generally southwards along the SAPS
boundary on the western edge of the R300 (KUILS RIVER FREEWAY) road reserve, respectively
traversing the SAPS area, FARM no.319, the SAPS area, FARM no.936, the SAPS area (extensively),
farm LA BELLE ALLIANCE no.1152, FARM no.1153, FARM no.1154, FARM no.1153 (again), FARM
no.1155, farm NIEWE VOGELVLEI no.1160, the SAPS area (extensively), farm METJES VALLEI
OUTSPAN no.544 and the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the R300 (KUILS RIVER FREEWAY)
road reserve to the northern edge of the N2 road reserve (SETTLERS WAY).
Proceed generally
westwards along the SAPS boundary on the northern edge of the N2 road reserve, respectively traversing
farms METJES VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544, FARM no.598, METJES VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544 (again),
the SAPS area, then gradually deviating northwards to intersect the western edge of the road reserve of the
M22 (BORCHERDS QUARRY ROAD). Continue generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the
western edge of the road reserve of the M22, then deviating generally north-westwards thereon, to intersect
the western edge of the road reserve of the M10 (MODDERDAM ROAD). Continue generally northeastwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road reserve of the M10, crossing the M12
(STELLENBOSCH ROAD), until intersection with the western edge of the road reserve of the M29 (DE LA
REY STREET). Proceed generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road
reserve of the M29 until intersection the southern edge of the road reserve of ULLSWATER ROAD.
Proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary on the southern edge of the road reserve of
ULLSWATER ROAD until intersection with the western edge of the road reserve of BERTHA STREET.
Proceed generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road reserve of
BERTHA STREET, until intersection with the southern edge of the road reserve of the M16 (FRANCIE VAN
ZIJL DRIVE). Proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary on the southern edge of the road
reserve of the M16 until intersection with the western edge of the road reserve of the M12 (JAN VAN
RIEBEECK DRIVE). Proceed generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the
road reserve of the M12, across VOORTREKKER ROAD into GLEN LILY STREET, across the N1 into
GIEL BASSON DRIVE, to link with the M14 (PLATTEKLOOF ROAD) as the SAPS boundary proceeds
along a line parallel to KWARTS STREET and ROBYN CRESCENT, online to the southern boundary of
FARM no. 1511 and terminating at its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along its western boundary to
its north-western corner beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm DE GRENDEL
no.1516) to the south-western corner beacon of farm BOSMANSDAM no.239 (southern section). Proceed
respectively along the southern and western boundaries of FARM no.1524, to its north-western corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the western boundaries of farms
BOSMANSDAM no.239 (northern section), LANGVERWACHT no.238, FARM no.208 and FARM no.209
to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed northwards on the linear extension of the western boundary of
FARM no.209, to intersect Main Road M13 (Tygerberg Road). Proceed generally north-eastwards along
the M13 until the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.209. Continue along the northern boundary
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STARTING from the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.154, proceed along the SAPS boundary,
generally in a south-easterly direction (traversing farm MELLISH no.205), to intersect the eastern edge of
the road reserve of CONTERMANSKLOOF ROAD. Continue generally southwards along the SAPS
boundary (still traversing farm MELLISH no.205) on the eastern edge of the road reserve of
CONTERMANSKLOOF ROAD, to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.1474. Proceed along its
western boundary to its south-western corner beacon and continue southwards along the SAPS boundary
on the eastern edge of the road reserve of CONTERMANSKLOOF ROAD (traversing farm MELLISH
no.205), then deviate south-westwards onto the southern edge of the road reserve of the M13
(TYGERBERG VALLEY ROAD) to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.209. Proceed along the
southern boundary of farm MELLISH no.205 to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.1517 and
continue along its southern boundary to intersect the northwards extension of the western boundary of
FARM no.209. Then proceed southwards on that extension and along respectively along the western
boundaries of FARM no.209, FARM no.208, FARM no.238 and farm BOSMANSDAM no.239, to its southwestern corner beacon. Proceed southwards along the SAPS boundary to the north-western corner beacon
of FARM no.1524. Proceed respectively along its western and southern boundaries to the north-western
corner beacon of FARM 1516 and then respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM 1511, to
its south-western corner beacon. Then continue westwards on a linear extension of its southern boundary
(parallel to KWARTS STREET and ROBYN CRESCENT), to link with GIEL BASSON DRIVE. Proceed
generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on the eastern edge of the road reserve of GIEL BASSON
DRIVE, respectively crossing the N1 and VOORTREKKER ROAD and continuing onto the western edge of
the road reserve of the M12 (JAN VAN RIEBECK DRIVE). Proceed generally southwards along the SAPS
boundary on the western edge of the road reserve of the M12 and then proceed generally eastwards onto

FARM no.1537 (southern section) until the northward deviation onto the eastern edge of the road reserve of
CONTERMANSKLOOF ROAD. Proceed generally northwards thereon, respectively along the western
boundaries of FARM no.1537, farm TYGERVALLEY HILLS no.1474 and FARM no.1537 (again), to the
intersection of CONTERMANSKLOOF ROAD with POSMANSDAM ROAD. Then deviate generally
westwards (into POSMANSDAM ROAD) directly to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.154.
Proceed along its northern boundary to its north-western corner beacon and continue westwards on an
extension of this boundary line, being the northern edge of the road reserve of POSMANSDAM ROAD,
leading to the N7 (WINGFIELD ROAD). Continue generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the
center of the N7, respectively traversing farms GROENVLEI no.212, VISSERSHOK no.957 (northern
section) and VISSERSHOK OUTSPAN no.153 until intersection with FRANKDALE ROAD, then deviating
eastwards onto the western boundary of farm VISSERSHOK no.957 (northern section), proceeding to its
north-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of FARM
no.1098 to the south-western corner beacon WELVERGENOEGD no.138. Finally, proceed respectively
along its western and northern boundaries and the western boundary of farm KUIPERS KRAAL no.133 to
its north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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the southern edge of the road reserve of the M16 (FRANCIE VAN ZIJL DRIVE). Proceed generally
eastwards on the southern edge of the road reserve of the M16, until intersection with the western edge of
the road reserve of BERTHA STREET. Then proceed generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on
the western edge of the road reserve of BERTHA STREET until intersection with the southern edge of the
road reserve of ULLSWATER ROAD. Proceed eastwards along SAPS boundary on southern edge of road
reserve of ULLSWATER ROAD, to intersect the western edge of the road reserve of the M29 (DE LA REY
STREET). Proceed generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road
reserve of the M29, to intersect the western edge of the road reserve of the M10 (MODDERDAM ROAD).
Proceed generally south-westwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road reserve of
the M10, crossing the M12 (STELLENBOSCH ROAD), until intersection with the western edge of the road
reserve of the M22 (BORCHERDS QUARRY ROAD). Then deviate south-eastwards along the SAPS
boundary, on the western edge of the road reserve of the M22 and then generally southwards until
intersection with the northern edge of the N2 road reserve. Continue generally westwards along the SAPS
boundary on the northern edge of the N2 road reserve, traversing the SAPS area and respectively crossing
the intersection with the M7 and the OLD M17, until intersection with the southern edge of the road reserve
of the M52 (RAPENBERG ROAD). Proceed generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the
southern edge of the road reserve of the M52 (traversing the SAPS area), deviating north into
ALEXANDRA ROAD at the fork. Continue generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the eastern
edge of the road reserve of ALEXANDRA ROAD, deviating east into NDABENI ROAD. Then proceed
generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary on THOMAS ROAD, without adopting its rightdeviation, maintaining its straight trajectory and proceeding through the section of OUDE MOLEN STREET
located west of the end of INYONI STREET. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary across BERKLEY
ROAD and thereafter deviate eastwards thereon, along the fence line, crossing PRESTIGE DRIVE and
deviating southwards at the MAITLAND CEMETARY to join FOREST DRIVE. Proceed eastwards along
FOREST DRIVE and deviate eastwards along the fence, to intersect the western edge of the road reserve
of the N7 (VANGUARD ROAD). Proceed generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the western
edge of the road reserve of the N7, to intersect the northern edge of the road reserve of the R102
(VOORTREKKER ROAD). Proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary on the northern edge of
the road reserve of the R102 to intersect the eastern edge of the road reserve of 18th AVENUE. Proceed
northwards along the SAPS boundary on the eastern edge of the road reserve of 18th AVENUE, intersect
the northern edge of the road reserve of the N1 (TABLE BAY BOURLEVARD). Proceed generally northeastwards along the SAPS boundary on the northern edge of the road reserve of the NI, to intersect the N7.
Proceed generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the center of the N7 (WINGFIELD ROAD),
traversing farm POTSDAM OUTSPAN no.235, FARM no.220, FARM no.213 and FARM no.212, to
intersect the northern edge of the road reserve of POSMANSDAM ROAD. Finally, proceed generally
eastwards along the SAPS boundary respectively on the northern edge of the road reserve of
POSMANSDAM ROAD to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.154 and its northern boundary
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STARTING at the intersection of LANGEBERG ROAD (M15) and TARA STREET, proceed generally in an
easterly direction along the SAPS boundary on LANGEBERG ROAD (M15) until intersection with the outer
eastern boundary of farm LANGEBERG no.311. Continue due north along the SAPS boundary and the
eastern boundaries of farm LANGEBERG no.311, to the south-western corner beacon of FARM no.725.
Proceed along its western boundary to the intersection of OKAVANGO ROAD and VATICAN STREET.
Then proceed due east along the SAPS boundary to the intersection of the M167 and RED HILL STREET.
Proceed due south on a line defined respectively along the SAPS boundary to the north-western corner
beacon of FARM no.728, then its western boundary to its south- western corner beacon and then the SAPS
boundary to a point on the OLD N1 MOTORWAY, that is approximately 925 meters west of the northwestern corner beacon of FARM no.732. Continue due east, respectively along the SAPS boundary on
the OLD N1 MOTORWAY to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.732, then the N1 MOTORWAY
(traversing FARM no.728) to a point on the N1 that is approximately 3.15 km east of the north-western
corner beacon of FARM no.732. Then proceed due south along the SAPS boundary to a point on the
southern boundary of FARM no.728, that is approximately 121.5 meters east of the north-eastern corner
beacon of farm JOOSTENBERGS VLAKTE no.726. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary of
FARM no.728 and the northern boundary of farm JOOSTENBERGS VLAKTE no.726 to a point that is
approximately 233 meters east of its north-western corner beacon. Proceed due south along the SAPS
boundary, online to and including the eastern boundary of FARM no.732, to the north-western corner
beacon of FARM no.20 (eastern section). Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm
MONDIG no.21 and then respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of farm KOOPMANS
KLOOF no.121, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue along the eastern boundary of farm KLEIN
BOTTELARY no.17 to a point at the intersection of the M15 and M23 MAIN ROADS, which is
approximately 851 meters north of the south-western corner beacon of farm KOOPMANS KLOOF no.121.
Proceed generally south-westwards along the SAPS boundary on the M23, traversing farm KLEIN
BOTTELARY no.17, to a point where the M23 Intersects the eastern boundary of farm GROENLAND
no.214. Proceed northwards along its eastern boundary to a bend point that is approximately 597 meters
from its north eastern corner beacon. Then proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary and
the railway, traversing farm GROENLAND no.214, to a point on the eastern boundary of farm
HAASENDAL no.222, which is approximately 664 meters south of its north-eastern corner beacon.
Continue generally westwards along the SAPS boundary and the railway, traversing farm HAASENDAL
no.222, the SAPS boundary and railway eventually deviating southwards to intersect the M23. Proceed
along the SAPS boundary (still traversing farm HAASENDAL no.222), generally in a southerly direction,
adjacent to the eastern boundary of FARM No.1339 and the railway line, to a point on the southern
boundary of farm HAASENDAL no.222, that is 154.5 meters west of the north- eastern corner beacon of
farm LANGVERWACHT no.241 (western section). Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of
farms HAASENDAL no.222, ROSENDAL no.249 and FARM no.250, to its inner south-western corner

until its north-eastern corner beacon, which is the STARTING point
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm THE SADDLE no.860, proceed along its northern
boundary to the north-western corner beacon of farm TABLE MOUNTAIN FOREST RESERVE no.859.
Continue generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary, traversing TABLE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL

beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary to the penultimate north-eastern corner beacon of farm
ANNEX LANGVERWACHT no.245. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM
no.419 and FARM no.417 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of farm
JACOBSDAL no.410 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern and
eastern boundaries of FARM no.470 and then respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of
farm WELMOED ESTATE no.468 to the north- western corner beacon of FARM no.640. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary and the eastern boundary of farm MEERLUST no.1081 (northern
section), to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue south with the extension of that line (traversing
FARM no.637), along the SAPS boundary to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm MEERLUST
no.1081 (southern section). Proceed respectively along its northern and western boundaries to the southeastern corner beacon of farm MEERLUST no.648. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, then
the southern boundary of farm VERGENOEGD no.653 (northern section) and then the northern boundary of
farm VERGENOEGD no.653 (southern section), to its inner north-eastern corner beacon. Continue
westwards along its northern boundary to a point that is approximately 990.5 meters west of its inner northeastern corner beacon. Then proceed due south, traversing farm VERGENOEGD no.653 (southern section)
along the SAPS boundary, on a line perpendicular to the northern boundary of farm VERGENOEGD
no.653 (southern section), to the western edge of the road reserve of MAIN ROAD R310 (BADEN
POWELL DRIVE). Proceed generally southwards along the western edge of the road reserve, traversing
farm VERGENOEGD no.653, to the intersection with the northern edge of the road reserve of the N2
NATIONAL ROAD (SETTLERS WAY). Proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary on the
northern edge of the N2 road reserve, respectively traversing farms VERGENOEGD no.653 and METJES
VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544, to intersect the western edge of the road reserve of NATIONAL ROAD R300
(KUILS RIVER FREEWAY). Continue generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the western
edge of the R300 road reserve, respectively traversing farm METJES VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544, the
SAPS area (extensively), farm NIEWE VOGELVLEI no.1160, FARM no.1155, FARM no.1153, FARM
no.1154, FARM 1153 (again), farm LA BELLE ALLIANCE no.1152, the SAPS area (extensively), FARM
no.936, the SAPS area, FARM no.319 and the SAPS area, to the center of the OLD N1 NATIONAL
ROAD. Then proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary for approximately 130 meters to
intersect the northern edge of the OLD N1 road reserve. Continue generally northwards along the SAPS
boundary, respectively traversing farms STELLENBERG no.327 and WELGEMEEND no.317, to its
northern corner beacon. Continue generally northwards along the SAPS boundary all the way to the
intersection of DE VILLIERS ROAD and WERDA STREET. Proceed northwards along WERDA STREET,
then along TARA STREET until its intersection with LANGEBERG ROAD (M15), which is the STARTING
point.
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PARK, proceeding to the N2 at the RHODES DRIVE (M3) intersection. Proceed generally eastwards along
the northern edge of the N2 road reserve, crossing MAIN ROAD (M4) and LIESBEEK PARKWAY (M57),
deviating generally south-eastwards along the eastern edge of the N2 road reserve after intersection with
the M5. Continue along the SAPS boundary on the eastern edge of the N2, initially generally southeastwards, then generally eastwards on the northern edge of the N2 road reserve, crossing JAN SMUTS
DRIVE (M17), VANGUARD ROAD (M7), DUINEFONTEIN ROAD (M10) and deviating generally southeastwards on the northern edge of the N2 road reserve at the of the AIRPORT APPROACH ROAD
intersection. Continue generally south-eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the northern edge of the N2
road reserve, crossing BORCHERDS QUARRY ROAD (M22) and proceeding thereon, until intersection
with the CAPE FLATS FREEWAY (R300). Then proceed generally south-westwards along the SAPS
boundary on the southern edge of the R300 road reserve, respectively traversing farm MIETJES VALLEI
OUTSPAN no.544 and FARM no.598 and crossing LANDSDOWNE ROAD (M9). Continue along the
SAPS boundary on the southern edge of the R300 road reserve, respectively crossing A Z BERMAN
DRIVE (M36) and NEW EISLEBEN ROAD (M22), then through the southern boundary of farm MITCHELS
PLAINS no.796, until intersection with VANGUARD DRIVE (M7). Proceed generally southwards along the
SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road reserve of VANGUARD FREEWAY (M7), respectively
traversing. FARM no.787 and farm SCHULTZ VLEY no.807. Then deviate south-westwards along the
SAPS boundary and proceed generally westwards on an extended linear direction to join that section of
PUNT ROAD. Continue westwards on the northern edge of the road reserve of PUNT ROAD until
intersection with STRANDFONTEIN ROAD (M17). Proceed generally south-eastwards along the SAPS
boundary on the M17, respectively crossing SPINE ROAD (M32) and BADEN POWELL DRIVE (R310)
and eventually intersecting the Low Water Mark. Continue generally westwards along the SAPS boundary
on the Low Water Mark, to the eastern extremity of the SIMONS TOWN SUB-DISTRICT. Then proceed
generally northwards along the SAPS boundary to intersect the southern boundary of farm GRASSY
PARK no.844, at a point approximately 700 metres east of its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
northwards, traversing midway within farm GRASSY PARK no.844, then deviate due west on intersection
with its western boundary, online to MILITARY ROAD. Continue in that direction and onto MILITARY
ROAD on intersection with PRINCE GEORGE DRIVE (M5). Proceed respectively along MILITARY ROAD,
MAIN ROAD (M4), STEENBERG ROAD (M42) and OU KAAPSE ROAD (M64) to the north-western corner
beacon of farm RAPEKRAAL no.919. Proceed along its north-western boundary to again join the M64.
Proceed along the M64, traversing farm RAPEKRAAL no.919 to intersect its western boundary. Proceed
along its western boundary to again join the M64 until intersection with its southern boundary. Continue
respectively along its southern boundary and the northern boundaries of FARM no.1368, FARM no.935,
farms DE GOEDE HOOP no.937, DE GOEDE HOOP no.936 and FARM no.1387 to the south-eastern
corner beacon of farm HOUT BAY FOREST RESERVE no.905. Then proceed respectively to its inner
south-eastern corner beacon, along the SAPS boundary to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM
no.42 and along its northern boundary to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed on the Low Water Mark
along the southern boundary of farm HOUT BAY FOREST RESERVE no.905 to its south-western corner
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STARTING at the intersection of LANGEBERG ROAD (M15) and TARA STREET, proceed generally in an
easterly direction along the SAPS boundary on LANGEBERG ROAD (M15) until intersection with the outer
eastern boundary of farm LANGEBERG no.311. Continue due north along HEXRIVIER STREET on the
eastern boundaries of farm LANGEBERG no.311, then deviate north-westwards to the eastern edge of the
road reserve of OKAVANGO ROAD (as the road straightens) to the south-western corner beacon of farm
JOOSTENBERGS no.725 at the intersection of OKAVANGO ROAD and VATICAN STREET. Then
proceed due east along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm JOOSTENBERGS no.725 to the intersection
of MAIN ROAD M167 and RED HILL STREET. Proceed generally northwards along the M167 (respectively
traversing farms JOOSTENBERGS no.725 and JOOSTENBERG VLAKTE no.724, to intersect the
southern periphery of the FISANTEKRAAL sub-place. Then proceed generally eastwards along the said
southern periphery (so to exclude the said sub-place) to intersect the river. Continue generally northwestwards along the river course on the eastern periphery of the FISANTEKRAAL sub-place (so to exclude
it) to intersect the western boundary of farm JOOSTENBERG VLAKTE no.724. Proceed along this
boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.177. Continue eastwards along LICHTENBURG
ROAD (traversing farms JOOSTENBERG VLAKTE no.724 and JOOSTENBERGS KLOOF no.474) to the
south-western corner beacon of farm JOOSTENBERGKLOOF no.1294 (western section). Proceed
respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms JOOSTENBERGS KLOOF no.474,
JOOSTENBERGKLOOF no.1294 (eastern section) and CORONA no.480 to the north-eastern corner
beacon of FARM no.478. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the eastern and southern
boundaries of farm HERCULES PILAAR no.475 to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively
along the eastern boundaries of FARM no.1370, FARM no.1369, farms MATJESKUIL no.733 and
JOOSTENBERG VLAKTE no.727 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed south-eastwards
(traversing farm KLEINJOOSTENBERG no.730) to the northern edge of the road reserve of the National
Road N1, via the onramp. Continue generally westwards along the northern edge of N1 (traversing FARM
no.728) and deviate due south along the railway line, to intersect SANDRINGHAM STREET on the
southern boundary of FARM no.728. Proceed due west along the southern boundary of FARM no.728 to its
south-western corner beacon at the northern boundary of farm BRAK VLEI no.726. Traverse across farm

beacon. Continue along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark around the coastal periphery of the
TABLE MOUNTAIN NATIONAL PARK to eventually intersect VICTORIA ROAD (M6). Then proceed
generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary, to a point on the south-western boundary of FARM
no.901, that is approximately 63 metres from its outer south-western corner beacon. Continue along the
SAPS boundary, traversing FARM no.901 to a point on its northern boundary that is approximately 193
metres west of its north-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed north-westwards along the SAPS boundary
to a point that is approximately 405 metres due west of the western boundary of FARM no.861. Proceed
eastwards along the SAPS boundary, respectively traversing FARM no.861 and farm TABLE MOUNTAIN
FOREST RESERVE no.859 to the intersection of the northern bank of the DIEP RIVER and a track. Finally,
proceed generally northwards along the SAPS boundary, respectively traversing farms TABLE
MOUNTAIN FOREST RESERVE no.859 and THE SADDLE no.860 to its north-western corner beacon,
which is the STARTING point.
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BRAK VLEI no.726 to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.729 and continue respectively along its
western boundary and that of FARM no.20 and farm MONDIG no.21 to the north-eastern corner beacon of
farm KOOPMANS KLOOF no.221. Proceed respectively along its eastern, southern and western
boundaries, to the intersection of the M15 and M23 MAIN ROADS. Proceed generally south-westwards
along the M23, traversing farm KLEIN BOTTELARY no.17, to Intersect the eastern boundary of farm
GROENLAND no.214. Proceed northwards along its eastern boundary to a bend point that is approximately
597 meters from its north eastern corner beacon. Then proceed generally westwards along the SAPS
boundary and the railway, traversing farm GROENLAND no.214, to a point on the eastern boundary of
farm HAASENDAL no.222, which is approximately 664 meters south of its north-eastern corner beacon.
Continue generally westwards along the SAPS boundary and the railway, traversing farm HAASENDAL
no.222, the SAPS boundary and railway eventually deviating southwards to intersect the M23. Proceed
along the SAPS boundary (still traversing farm HAASENDAL no.222), generally in a southerly direction,
adjacent to the eastern boundary of FARM No.1339 and the railway line, to a point on the southern
boundary of farm HAASENDAL no.222, that is 154.5 meters west of the north- eastern corner beacon of
farm LANGVERWACHT no.241 (western section). Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of
farms HAASENDAL no.222, ROSENDAL no.249 and FARM no.250, to its inner south-western corner
beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary to the penultimate north-eastern corner beacon of farm
ANNEX LANGVERWACHT no.245. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM
no.419 and FARM no.417 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of farm
JACOBSDAL no.410 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern and
eastern boundaries of FARM no.470 and then respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of
farm WELMOED ESTATE no.468 to the north- western corner beacon of FARM no.640. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary and the eastern boundary of farm MEERLUST no.1081 (northern
section), to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue south with the extension of that line (traversing
FARM no.637), along the SAPS boundary to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm MEERLUST
no.1081 (southern section). Proceed respectively along its northern and western boundaries to the southeastern corner beacon of farm MEERLUST no.648. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, then
the southern boundary of farm VERGENOEGD no.653 (northern section) and then the northern boundary of
farm VERGENOEGD no.653 (southern section), to its inner north-eastern corner beacon. Continue
westwards along its northern boundary to a point that is approximately 990.5 meters west of its inner northeastern corner beacon. Then proceed due south, traversing farm VERGENOEGD no.653 (southern section)
along the SAPS boundary, on a line perpendicular to the northern boundary of farm VERGENOEGD
no.653 (southern section), to the western edge of the road reserve of MAIN ROAD R310 (BADEN
POWELL DRIVE). Proceed generally southwards along the western edge of the road reserve, traversing
farm VERGENOEGD no.653, to the intersection with the northern edge of the road reserve of the N2
NATIONAL ROAD (SETTLERS WAY). Proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary on the
northern edge of the N2 road reserve, respectively traversing farms VERGENOEGD no.653 and METJES
VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544, to intersect the western edge of the road reserve of NATIONAL ROAD R300
(KUILS RIVER FREEWAY). Continue generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the western
edge of the R300 road reserve, respectively traversing farm METJES VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544, the
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STARTING from the south western corner beacon of farm MITCHELLS PLAINS no.796, proceed along its
southern boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue generally north-eastwards along the SAPS
boundary on an extension of the southern boundary line of farm MITCHELLS PLAINS no.796, on the
southern edge of the road reserve of the R300 (CAPE FLATS FREEWAY), crossing the M22 (NEW
EISLEBEN ROAD), the M36 (A Z BERMAN DRIVE) and the M9 (LANDSDOWNE ROAD) and traversing
farm MIETJES VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544, until intersection with the southern edge of the road reserve of
the N2 (SETTLERS WAY). Then proceed generally south-eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the
southern edge of the road reserve of the N2, traversing farm MIETJES VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544, until
intersection with the eastern edge of the road reserve of the M49 (SWARTKLIP ROAD). Continue generally
south-westwards along the SAPS boundary, on the eastern edge of the road reserve of the M49, first
traversing farm MIETJES VALLEI OUTSPAN no.544 and crossing the M9 (LANDSDOWNE ROAD),
thereafter deviating generally southwards (still on the eastern edge of the M49) and respectively traversing
FARM no.686 and FARM 689. Continue along the SAPS boundary on the M49, eventually deviating
south-eastwards as the IMPERIAL STREET intersection is passed, then traversing farm DRIFT SANDS
no.544 and crossing the M32 (SPINE ROAD) and passing the STEVE BIKO ROAD intersection. After
crossing the R310 (BADEN POWEL DRIVE), proceed due south to intersect the Low Water Mark. Then
proceed generally westwards along SAPS boundary the Low Water Mark, adjacent to the WOLFGAT
NATURE RESERVE and the southern boundaries of farm DRIFT SANDS no.544 and STATE LAND
no.849 respectively. Continue along the Low Water Mark until the intersection with the western periphery
of STRANDFONTEIN BEACH. Then proceed generally northwards, crossing the R310 (BADEN POWELL
DRIVE) and proceed to the intersection of the M17 (STRANDFONTEIN ROAD) and the M32. Continue
generally north-eastwards along the western edge of the road reserve of the M17, passing the M32
intersection, until intersection with PUNT ROAD. Continue generally eastwards along the northern edge of
the road reserve of PUNT ROAD. Depart from PUNT ROAD and maintain the original trajectory and
direction along the SAPS boundary, as PUNT ROAD deviates northwards. Proceed generally northeastwards along the SAPS boundary in the approach to the M7 (VANGUARD FREEWAY) and then
continue generally north-westwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road reserve of
the M7, traversing farm SCHULTZ VLEY no.807, crossing MORGENSTER STREET and passing the
HIGHLANDS DRIVE intersection. Continue along the M7, traversing FARM no.787 and then deviate
generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the southern edge of the road reserve of the of the

SAPS area (extensively), farm NIEWE VOGELVLEI no.1160, FARM no.1155, FARM no.1153, FARM
no.1154, FARM 1153 (again), farm LA BELLE ALLIANCE no.1152, the SAPS area (extensively), FARM
no.936, the SAPS area, FARM no.319 and the SAPS area, to the center of the OLD N1 NATIONAL
ROAD. Then proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary for approximately 130 meters to
intersect the northern edge of the OLD N1 road reserve. Continue generally northwards along the SAPS
boundary, respectively traversing farms STELLENBERG no.327 and WELGEMEEND no.317, to its
northern corner beacon. Continue generally northwards along the SAPS boundary all the way to the
intersection of DE VILLIERS ROAD and WERDA STREET. Proceed northwards along WERDA STREET,
then VERBENA STREET and along TARA STREET until its intersection with LANGEBERG ROAD (M15),
which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.942, proceed along its northern boundary to
its north eastern corner beacon. Then proceed generally in a north-easterly direction along the SAPS
boundary for approximately 2.61 Km to a point which is online to the eastern boundary of FARM no.1387.
Continue along the SAPS boundary to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.1387 and then
proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms DE GOEDE HOOP no.936, DE GOEDE
HOOP no.937, FARM no.935 and FARM no.1368, to the south-western corner beacon of farm
RAPEKRAAL no.919 (southern section).Then proceed along its western boundary, to intersect the M64
(OU KAAPSE ROAD) and continue respectively eastwards and north-westwards along the road (traversing
farm RAPPEKRAAL no.919) to intersect its north-western boundary. Proceed along its north-western
boundary to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the M64, the M42 (STEENBERG
ROAD), the M4 MAIN ROAD and MILITARY ROAD, then crossing the M5 and maintaining the direction, to
intersect the western boundary of farm GRASSY PARK no.844. Proceed along the SAPS boundary
(traversing farm GRASSY PARK no.844 while still maintaining the original direction) for approximately 705
metres. Then proceed due south along the SAPS boundary, traversing the farm GRASSY PARK no.844
and intersecting its southern boundary at a point approximately 700 metres east of its south eastern corner
beacon. Continue generally southwards along the SAPS boundary, crossing the R310 (BADEN POWELL
DRIVE) to the Low Water Mark at the Indian Ocean. Then proceed generally south-westwards along the
SAPS boundary, on the Low Water Mark, all the way to KALK BAY. Proceed along the SAPS boundary
respectively south-eastwards and south-westwards around the KALK BAY extremity. Continue generally
southwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, for an extensive distance, until intersection
with the northern boundary of farm ROCKLANDS no.1020. Continue generally southwards along the SAPS
boundary on the Low Water Mark, traversing the eastern sectors of farms ROCKLANDS no.1020 and
CAPE ROAD no.1500, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed generally southwards along the SAPS
boundary on the Low Water Mark, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm BOAT ROCK no.1023.
Continue generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, intermittently
traversing the eastern sector of farm BOAT ROCK no.1023, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue
generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, intermittently traversing
(respectively) the eastern sectors of farm SMITSWINKEL BAY no.1024, FARM no.1054, farm BUFFELS
FONTEIN no.1058 and farm CAPE POINT no.1059. Proceed generally westwards along the SAPS
boundary on the Low Water Mark, traversing the southern sector of farm CAPE POINT no.1059, to its
south-eastern corner beacon. Continue generally north-westwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low
Water Mark, intermittently traversing (respectively) the western sectors of farms CAPE POINT no.1059,
BUFFELS FONTEIN no.1058, FARM no.1054, BLAAUBERG VLEI no.1057, OLIFANTSBOSCH no.1056
and KROM RIVIER no.1036, to intersect its north-western boundary. Proceed generally north-westwards
along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm SWEET

R300 (CAPE FLATS FREEWAY), to the south-western corner beacon of farm MITCHELLS PLAINS
no.796, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.631, proceed respectively along the
southern boundaries of farm MEERLUST no.1081 and FARM no. 629 and the western boundaries of
FARM no.1351 and Farm no.1096 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its
southern boundary and that of farms UITKYK no.662 and CROYDON no.663 to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Continue southwards along the (inner) western boundary of farm ZANDVLIET no.664 to its (inner)
south-western corner beacon. Proceed generally eastwards along the SAPS boundary (adjacent to the
railway line), traversing farm ZANDVLIET no.664 to the south-western corner beacon of farm RUSTENHOF
no.1101. Continue respectively along its southern boundary, the northern boundary of FARM no.785 and
the western and northern boundaries of farm FIRRAIL no.782 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms VAALFONTEIN WES no.780, BONNY BRACK no.779,
GLEN no.777 and VAALFONTEIN OUTSPAN no.781 to its eastern corner beacon. Then proceed
generally northwards along the SAPS boundary to a point on the southern boundary of the southern strip
of FARM no.772 which is approximately 136metres east of its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
generally northwards along the SAPS boundary to the north-western corner beacon of the northern strip
of FARM no.772. Continue westwards along the SAPS boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of
farm VREDENBURG no.696 and then proceed around its panhandle boundary and generally northeastwards to the south-western corner beacon of farm VREDENBURG no.692. Proceed respectively along
its western boundary and that of FARM no.1088 and farm VREDENBURG ANNEXE no.701 to its northwestern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its northern boundary and the SAPS boundary to the
south-western corner beacon of FARM no.709. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the
western and southern boundaries of FARM no.712 and the southern boundaries of FARM no.713 and
FARM 714, to the south-western corner beacon of farm HELFOR no.721. Proceed respectively along its
western boundary and that of farm DRIKSBERG no.717 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the northern boundaries of farm DRIKSBERG no.717, FARM no.1531 and farm DRIE
WAGTE no.1325, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and
the SAPS boundary (traversing farm HELFOR no.721) to the north-western corner beacon of farm
LOURENSFORD ANNEX no.730. Proceed along its entire northern boundary and then respectively along
its eastern boundary, the CAPE WINELANDS / CAPE TOWN MAGISTERIAL BOUNDARY and the SAPS
boundary, to the northern corner beacon of farm LEAST NURSCH no.835. Proceed along its eastern
boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed generally south-westwards on the SAPS
boundary (along the OVERBERG / CAPE TOWN MAGISTERIAL BOUNDARY and the southern boundary
of farm LEAST NURCH no.835), to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.1369. Continue generally

WATER no.978. Continue generally north-westwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark,
intermittently traversing the southern sector of farm SWEET WATER no.978 and then traversing the
seaward area adjacent to the western boundary of farm MEDUSA no.977, to its north-western corner
beacon. Proceed generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, until
intersection with the southern boundary of FARM no.942. Finally, proceed generally northwards along the
SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, traversing FARM 942, to its north-western corner beacon, which
is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.1483, proceed generally eastwards along
the SAPS boundary until intersection with the eastern edge of the road reserve of the N2 Freeway.
Proceed generally south-eastwards along the eastern edge of the N2 road reserve, then deviate onto the
western edge of the N2 road reserve on intersection with the northern boundary of farm THE BUSH no.810.
Continue generally south eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the N2 road
reserve, respectively traversing farms THE BUSH no.810, GUSTROUW no.918, DNH BLUE ROCK
no.1154, OUTSPAN no.851, FARM no.1491 and FARM no.1452. Continue along the N2 and the SAPS
boundary, deviating generally north-eastwards and respectively traversing FARM no.858, FARM no.1449
and FARM no.838, where the N2 deviates generally south-westwards. Proceed along the N2 and the SAPS
boundary, respectively traversing FARM no.1451, FARM no.858, FARM no.1453, FARM no.963, FARM
no.1454 and FARM no.1496, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the
western and northern boundaries of farm STEENBRAZEMS RIVIER no.302 to the south-eastern corner
beacon of farm RIDGE no.836. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms
STEENBRAZEMS RIVIER no.302, FARM no.873, FARM no.304 and FARM no.874, to the north-western
corner beacon of FARM no.303. Proceed respectively along the north-eastern and eastern boundaries of
FARM no.874, and the eastern boundary of FARM no.358 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue for
a distance of approximately 1533.5 metres along the SAPS boundary, on an eastward extension of the
southern boundary line of FARM no.358 (crossing the N2) then proceed along the SAPS boundary directly

southwards along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm RIDGE no.836), to its south-eastern corner beacon
and then along its southern boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern
boundary of farm OUTSPAN no.852 to its southern corner beacon and then generally northwards along the
N2 on the SAPS boundary, traversing FARM no.1496, FARM no.1454, FARM no.963, FARM no.1453,
FARM no.858 and FARM no.1451. Proceed generally north-westwards, then deviating south-westwards
and eventually north-westwards, along the N2 on the SAPS boundary, respectively traversing FARM
no.838, FARM no.1449, FARM no.858, FARM no.1452, FARM no.1491, farms OUTSPAN no.851, DNH
BLUE ROCK no.1154, GUSTROUW no.918 and THE BUSH no.810. Continue generally north-westwards
along the SAPS boundary on the N2 until intersection with the LOURENS RIVER. Proceed (extensively)
generally south-westwards along the southern bank of the LOURENS RIVER to the ATLANTIC Low Water
Mark. Continue generally westwards along the Low Water Mark on the SAPS boundary, traversing the
SOMCHEM BEACH AREA, FARM no.790 and farm DRIFT SANDS no.789 until the eastern extremity of
the KHAYELITSHA Sub-district is reached at the locality of the Baden Powell Drive beach-accessway is
reached. Deviate generally north-eastwards along the said accessway and proceed in that direction, along
the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the road reserve of BADEN POWELL DRIVE (R310), crossing
MEW WAY (M44), WALTER SIZULU ROAD (M45), LANDSDOWNE ROAD (M9) and traversing farms
VERGENOEGD no.547 and VERGENOEGD no.653 and SETTLERS WAY (N2), until intersection with the
northern boundary of farm VERGENOEGD no.653. Continue eastwards along its northern boundary to the
south-western corner beacon of FARM no.631 and then along its western boundary to its north-western
corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-west corner beacon of farm KOLBERG no.1, proceed along its northern
boundary and respectively that of farms SYNBERG FOREST SUB RESERVE no.2, WINDVOGELS
KRAAL no.3, PAARDEKLOOFBERG no.38 and BARNARDSBERG no.6, to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed along the western boundary of farm TOVERWATERS POORT no.11 and then
respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm SLYPSTEEN BERG NO.13 to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm GORGIDA no.14
(including GEORGIDA LAAGTE no.36), to the south-western corner beacon of farm TOLLBERG no.157.
Continue along the north-western boundary of farm ROOI KRANS FONTEIN no.16 and then respectively
along its northern boundary and that of farms ANNEX ROOIKLIP no.17 and ANNEX MISGUND no.18, to
its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary and then respectively along the
northern boundaries of farms WANHOOP no.19, BYKOMS no.22 and OUDEBERG no.20, to its northeastern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm QUAGGAS
BERG no.89, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern boundaries of
farms KOUGA BRONNEN no.90 and KOUGA BRONNEN no.91, to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along its southern and western boundaries, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
SAPTO KLOOF no.169. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm DIEPTE VAN
ELLENDE, and then respectively along its southern boundary and that of FARM no.218, to the northeastern corner beacon of farm ONGELEGEN no.219. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and
that of farms SOUTH ONGELEGEN no.280 and KEURKLOOF no.278, continuing along its southern
boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern
boundaries of farm ADJOINING ONBEDACHT no.271 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
UITVLUGT no.269. Proceed along its eastern boundary and then along the southern boundary of farm
UITVLUG no.268 to the south eastern corner beacon of farm SMAL DEEL no.265. Proceed respectively
along its southern boundary and that of farm APOOLSKRAAL no.123, continuing along its western
boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm GYKORIE no.119. Proceed respectively along its
southern boundary and that of farms ANNEX KYKORIE no.118, ANNEX KLEIN LANGE KLOOF no.117,

to the inner north western corner beacon of farm ROCKVIEW no.311. Proceed along its northern boundary
to its outer-north-western corner beacon and then respectively along its western boundary and that of
FARM no.939, to the south-western corner beacon of farm KOGEL BAAI no.308. Proceed generally
northwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, intermittently traversing the western
sectors of (respectively) farms KOGEL BAAI no.308, STEENBRAS CATCHMENT AREA no.306,
STEENBRAS RIVERMOUTH PARK no.934 and FAURE MARINE DRIVE no.933, to its north-west corner
beacon. Continue (extensively) generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark,
until the south-western water-edge entry point to the SOMCHEM BEACH. Then proceed generally
eastwards (extensively) along the SAPS boundary on the southern bank of the LOURENS RIVER until the
route traverses FARM no.1490 and FARM no.1483, to its north-eastern corner beacon, which is the
STARTING point.
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UPPER MOLEN RIVER no.114 and FARM no.310, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of farm FARM no. 352 to the north-western corner
beacon of farm HOOGKRAAL no.182. Continue along its western boundary to the north-eastern corner
beacon of farm RONDE VALLEY no.187. Proceed respectively along its northern, western and southernboundaries to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.185. Proceed along its western boundary until
it intersects with the SEA WARD magisterial boundary line. Continue along this SEA WARD magisterial
LINE throughout its length (generally in a westerly direction) until it intersects the south eastern division
magisterial division point between GEORGE main seat and MOSSEL BAY sub –district .Continue along this
magisterial divisional line (generally in a westerly direction) throughout its length, until the south-western
corner beacon of farm DWARSWEG no260. Continue along the same magisterial divisional line, crossing
the N2 NATIONAL ROAD generally in a northerly direction and substantially along the western boundary of
farm DWARSWEG no.260 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
boundaries of farms UITKYK no.224, JONKERS HOEK no.220, JONKERSBERG NO.221, FARM no. 340
and KANDELAARS & DOORN RIVIERS no.222 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively
along the northern boundaries of farms MODDERAAS KLOOF no.133 and MODDERAAS KLOOF no.132
to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm BEVERAAS KLOOF no.86. Proceed respectively along its
eastern boundary and that of farms KLIPPEDRIF no.81 and WELBEDAG no.24 to the southern-corner
beacon of farm ZOUT KLOOF no.26. Proceed respectively along its eastern, northern and western
boundaries to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm WELBEDAG no.24. Proceed respectively along the
southern, western and eastern boundaries of farm ANNEX WELBEDACHT no.21 to the southern beacon of
farm MISTKRAAL no.169. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm KLEINS
VLAKTE no.168 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of
farms VAALKLOOF no.17, KRIEGASBERG NO.1, LOWER HUIS RIVER no. 2, LEEUWEN BLAD no.3,
HUIS RIVIER no.4, WELDE ALS VLEI no.5, UPPER DIEP KLOOF no.6 and ELANDSVLAKTE no.7 to its
north-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms
KAMNASSIEBERG FOREST RES no57 and DIEPE KLOOF no.56 to its north-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the southern and eastern boundaries of farm WATERKLOOF EN
KRUISRIVIER no.17 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Finally proceed along the eastern boundary of farm
BLESBERG no.16 to the north-western corner beacon of farm KOLBERG NO.1, which is the STARTING
point.
STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm KLEINE DOORN RIVIER no.1, proceed along its
northern boundary and that of KLEIN DOORN RIVIER no.4, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue
respectively along the eastern, northern and western boundaries of FARM no.3, BRAND RIVIER no.7 and
STRUISVOGEL LAAGTE no.10, to its north western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its
northern boundary and that of farms KROMME KLOOF no.11, DOORNKRAAL no.553, DOORN KLOOF
no.17, FARM no.578, GROOTVLAK no.561 and MARTINUS KLOOF no.20 to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Continue along its eastern boundary and then respectively along the northern boundaries of farms
ZOUTKLOOF no.23, LANGEVLAKTE no.25, GROEN RUG no.26 and BOSCHJESMAN RUG no.29 to its
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north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the western boundary of farm DE MISTPLEK no.30 and then
respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms WAAIKRAAL no.39 and BUFFELS DRIFT
no.34, to the point (approximately 990metre west of its north-eastern corner beacon) where the SAPS
boundary (on the GOURITS RIVER) intersects its northern boundary. Proceed generally southwards along
the SAPS boundary on the GOURITS RIVER, traversing farms BUFFELS DRIFT no.34 and VAN ZYLS
BERG no.201, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm AASVOGEL VLEI no.35. Proceed respectively
along its eastern and southern boundaries and then respectively along the western and southern
boundaries of farm ZAND VLAKTE no.2, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm ZAND DRIFT no.36.
Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms WAAIHOEK no.37 and ZEEKOEDRIFT
no.162, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on
the middle of the GOURITS RIVER, respectively passing the eastern boundary of farm ZANDFONTEIN
no.163 and the northern boundary of FARM no.98, to the northern corner beacon of farm BUFFELS HOEK
no.164. Proceed along its western boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Continue generally south
westwards on-stream along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm BUFFELSKRAAL no.167, to the northeastern corner beacon of farm BUFFELSKRAAL SUID no.168. Proceed along its eastern boundary to the
southern corner beacon of farm BUFFELSKRAAL no.167. Proceed on-stream along the SAPS boundary,
traversing farm BUFFELSKRAAL no.167 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm BAVIAANS HOEK
no.181 and then along its southern boundary to its southern corner beacon. Continue generally northeastwards on-stream along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm BAVIAANS HOEK no.181 to its southeastern corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of farm MIDDELDRIFT no.186 to the southwestern corner beacon of farm SCHADUWDAL no.190. Continue on-stream along the SAPS boundary,
traversing farm MIDDELDRIFT no.186 to the south-western corner beacon of farm PEACH GROVE
no.199. Proceed along its southern boundary and that of FARM no.322 to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed generally southwards on-stream along the SAPS boundary to the south eastern corner beacon of
farm POTKLEY’S KRAAL no.195. Continue respectively along its southern and western boundaries to the
north-eastern corner beacon of farm BUFFELSDRIFT no.191. Proceed on-stream (generally southwards)
along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm BUFFELSDRIFT no.191, to the north-western corner beacon of
farm ELANDSRUG no.233. Proceed on-stream along its western boundary to the south-eastern corner
beacon of farm VALSCH RIVIERS MOND no.333. Continue (generally southwards) on-stream along the
SAPS boundary, traversing farm BONAVONTUUR no.234, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
PLATTEBOS no.443. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the western boundary of farm
DE HOEK no.255, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue generally south- eastwards along the
SAPS boundary on the middle of the GOURITS RIVER, first respectively passing the eastern boundaries
of farms ELBERTSKRAAL SUID no.448 and ELBERTS KRAAL no.444, then respectively passing the
northern and eastern boundaries of farm DOORDRIFT no.459, then respectively passing the eastern
boundaries of FARM no.519 and farm GANSFONTEIN ANNEX no.451 and finally the northern boundary of
farm GANSFONTEIN no.450 until SAPS boundary on the middle of the GOURITS RIVER converges with
the INDIAN OCEAN low water mark, continuing generally south-westwards thereon, to the south-eastern
corner beacon of farm RIET VALLEY no.452. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of
farms LANGE FONTEYN no.453 (eastern section), FARM 536, LANGE FONTEYN no.453 (western
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section), BUFFELSHOEK no.455, GROOT YZERVARKENS no.461FONTEIN no.461, DE RUST PLEK
no.469, DRIEFONTEIN no.463, DANTJES POST no.471, RATEL POST no.473, VOGELSTRUIS POST
no.475, MELK POST no.481, RIVERSDALE ROAD no.603 and RIET VALLEY no.470, to its southwestern corner beacon. Continue along the SAPS boundary on the low water mark, respectively passing
FARM no.518, farms MELKHOUTE FONTEIN no.480, PLATTE BOSCH no.485, JONGENSGAT no.558,
MASTERSTOK no.488, and SWARTE JONGERSFONTEIN no.489, to the south-eastern corner beacon of
farm KLEINE JONGENSFONTEIN no.494. Proceed along its southern boundary and respectively that of
farms BLOMBOSCHFONTEIN no.495 (eastern section), FARM no.555, BLOMBOSCHFONTEIN no.495
(western section), MOSSELBANK FONTEIN no.496 (outer eastern section), FARM no.510, FARM no.509,
MOSSELBANK FONTEIN no.496 (inner eastern section), FARM no.557, MOSSELBANK FONTEIN
no.496 (inner western section), STRANDLOPERFONTEIN no.565, MOSSELBANK FONTEIN no.496
(outer western section) and FARM no.515 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along the SAPS
boundary (passing farm HEUNINGBAAI no.594) to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm STEENKOOL
FONTEIN no.600. Proceed along its southern boundary and respectively that of farms KOENS RUST
no.502, KNECHTS KOP no.503 WITTEBERG no.505, WESTFIELD no.478, WESTFIELD A no.483 to its
south-western corner beacon. Continue along the SAPS boundary on the Indian Ocean low water mark,
to the middle of the BREE RIVER mouth. Proceed generally westwards along the SAPS boundary on the
middle of the BREE RIVER, respectively passing the southern boundaries of farms WESTFIELD A no.483,
PORT BEAUFORT no.484, FARM no.631, PORT MICHEAL no.653, ROLHOEK no.485, THE
RHENOSTERFONTEIN ESTATE no.490, WATERKLOOF no.464, FARM no.650, KADIE no.536 and
INHOEK no.493 (southern section), the western boundaries of farms INHOEK no.493 (southern section),
KADIE no.536 and INHOEK no.493 (northern section), the southern boundaries of farms PAARDE KLOOF
no.458 and FARM no.460 and finally the eastern boundary of farm MICHELS KRAAL no.457, to a point on
the middle of the river which is approximately 1870metres from its south-eastern corner beacon. Then
proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm MICHELS KRAAL no.457) to the north-western corner
beacon of farm PAARDEN KLOOF NORTH no.461 and then along its northern boundary to its northeastern corner beacon. Continue along the eastern boundary of farm MICHELS KRAAL no.457 to the
north-western corner beacon of FARM no.685. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of
farms KOPJES no.330 and KADY no.329 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
its eastern boundary, the western boundaries of farms ZOUT KLOOF no.325 (southern section) and FARM
no.545 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm ZOUT KLOOF no.325 (northern section). Continue
respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms DIPHOEK no.286 and ROOI DRAAI no.292 to
its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farm RIET
KUIL OUTSPAN no.278 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern
boundary and the southern and eastern boundaries of farm RIET KUIL OUTSPAN no.279 to the northwestern corner beacon of farm GOEDEVERWAGTING A no.284. Continue respectively along the southern
and eastern boundaries of farm LISMORE no.137 to the north- western corner beacon of FARM no.576, at
the intersection with the R322 MAIN ROAD. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary, the western
boundaries of farms TRADOUW no.118, Farm no.119 and FARM no.120, to its north-western corner
beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary, adjacent to (respectively) the southern and western
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm ANYSBERG FOREST RESERVE no.7, proceed
along its northern boundary and respectively that of farms BOSCH KLOOF no.17, TYGER KLOOF no.18,
RIETFONTEIN no.23, BRANDEWYNS KLOOF no.24, BILJETSFONTEIN OUTSPAN no.26, PAARDEN
FONTEIN no.31, SLANG GAT no.32, OVERSCHOT no.33, VAN SCHALKWYKS HOOP no.39,
BEGRAFNIS KLOOF no.38, BYENVANGERS KLOOF no.40, NELS BRON no.43, WATER KLOOF
no.51, DIEPNEK no.52, BLESHOEK no.55, TOVERKOP no.56, KORREL LAND no.57, WATERKLOOF
no.58, PEAK PLAATS no.59, STEENSLANG no.60, DE POORT no.61, TIGER KLOOF no.63, SWART
NEK no.66, GROEN KLOOF no.67, FARM no.68, FARM no.102, MATJES VALLEY no.2,
WOLVENGATS BERG no.4, BLOM BERG no.5, NELS BERG no.6, GROENE BERG no.7 and CANGO
BERG no.8 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary and that of
farms KRUIS RIVIER no.9, LEMRICK no.23, DOORNKLOOF no.24 and ANDRIES KRAAL no.25 to its
south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its southern boundary to the north-eastern corner beacon of
farm LANGVERWAGT no.78. Proceed respectively along its eastern and southern boundaries to the northeastern corner beacon of farm UITVLUGT no.80. Proceed respectively along its eastern and southern
boundaries to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm WATERKLOOF no.89. Proceed respectively along
its eastern boundary and the southern boundary of farm BOSCHKLOOF no.81 to the south- eastern corner
beacon of farm WOLWEHUISFONTEIN no.82. Proceed respectively along its southern and western
boundaries and then along the western boundary of farm JAGTBERG no.33 to the south-eastern corner
beacon of farm UITZICHT no.173. Continue along its eastern boundary to the point of intersection with the
SAPS boundary (on the GOURITS RIVER). Then proceed (generally southwards) along the SAPS
boundary on the GOURITS RIVER, respectively traversing farms UITZICHT no.173, AANLOKKING
no.175, GROOTKLOOF no.176, PLATTE RUG no.219, PRETORIUS KRAAL no.218, PLATTE RUG
no.219 (again), BOSCHBERG no.198, PLATTE RUG no.219 (again), UITSPAN no.199, SLANGE RIVIER
ANNEX no.193, TIERKLOOF no.194, GROENBERG no.195 and UITSPAN no.199 (again), to the point of
intersection of the SAPS boundary (on the GOURITS RIVER) with the southern boundary of farm
UITSPAN no.199, which is approximately 1kilometre west of its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue
respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms HOOGTE KRAAL no.221, LANGEKLOOF
no.31 and LANGEKLOOF no.32 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
eastern and southern boundaries of farm KRUISPAD no.224 and then respectively along the southern
boundaries of farms KOENIE LEEGTE no.230 (eastern section), FARM no.305, KOENIE LEEGTE no.230
(western section) and BULHOUWER no.231, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along its
western boundary to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries

boundaries of FARM no.121, to its north-western corner beacon. Continue along its northern boundary and
that of farm GROOTVADERSBOSCH ESTATE no.114, and then along the southern boundary of FARM
no.77 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Finally, proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the
western boundary of farm KLEINE DOORN RIVIER no.1 to its north-western corner beacon, which is the
STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.511, proceed respectively along its northern
boundary and that of farms BARKHUIS BERG FOREST RESERVE no.2, DUBBEL BERG no.3 and DIEP
RIVIERS NEK no.4 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of farm
BOVEN DIEP RIVIER no.5 and then respectively along the northern boundaries of farms ROODE MUUR
no.6 and WILLEMSKRAAL no.7 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
western and northern boundaries of farm TRAKA no.12 to the south-western corner beacon of farm KLEIN
PALMIET RIVIER no.14. Continue along its western boundary and then respectively along its northern
boundary and that of farms SLAAPS BOSCH no.15 and LANGBOSCH RIVIER no.16 to the south-western
corner beacon of farm ADJOINING SOMERSETS GIFT no.17. Proceed respectively along its western,
northern and eastern boundaries to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm KEUR RIVIER no.18. Proceed
along its eastern boundary and then respectively along the northern boundaries of farms ZOETKRAAL
no.19 and BOVEN PALMIET RIVIER no.20 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm HANIA BOSCH
FOREST RESERVE no.21. Then proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm

of farms CONTA no.274, PRUIMBOSCH KUILEN no.272 (eastern section), FARM no.273, PRUIMBOSCH
KUILEN no.272 (western section), MAATSKRAAL no.265, MARLIENSHOOP no.266, to its south-western
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM no.578, DOORN KLOOF
no.17, DOORNKRAAL no.553 and KROMME KLOOF no.11, to the south-western corner beacon of farm
KWAGGASLEEGTE no.261. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and the eastern, southern
and western boundaries of farm HERMANUSKRAAL no.258 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm
ZAND HOEK no.259. Proceed respectively along its southern, western and northern boundaries to its
north- eastern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the western boundary of farm
HERMANUSKRAAL no.258 and the southern boundary of farm DOORNRIVIER A no.507, to the southeastern corner beacon of farm BELLAIR no.13. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that
of FARM no.681 to the north eastern corner beacon of FARM no.18. Then proceed along the SAPS
boundary to the inner north-western corner beacon of FARM no.681. Continue westwards along the
remaining section of the southern boundary of farm BELLAIR no.13 to its south-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along its inner western boundary and the southern boundary of farm HONDEWATER
no.529 to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along its western boundary, the western
boundary of farm BRAKKE FONTEIN no.23 and the outer western boundary of farm BELLAIR no.13 to the
south-eastern corner beacon of farm ZANDFONTEIN no.16. Proceed respectively along its southern
boundary and that of farms IEDERS VERDRIET no.11 and PIKSTEEL KUIL no.10 to its south- western
corner beacon. Proceed along the western boundary of farm PIKSTEEL KUIL no.10 to its north-western
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms KLIPGAT no.6 and KLIPGAT
no.4 to its south- western corner beacon. Proceed along its western boundary to its north-western corner
beacon. Finally, proceed respectively along the eastern and northern boundaries of farm KOOKERS
KLOOF no.3, and then along the outer western boundary of farm ANYSBERG FOREST RESERVE no.7 to
its north- western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm ZITZI KAMMA no.3, proceed along its northern
boundary and respectively that of farms RIETVALLEI AAN DE KLIPHEUVEL no.6, SPITSKOP RIVIER
no.11, SPITSKOP RIVIER no.12, PAARDEKOP no.13, ROOI-HOOGS-KLOOF no.15, KOUMAS-HOEK
no.16 and RUITERSBOSCH-STATION no.17, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively
along the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm GROOT-HOEK no.19 to its south-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of farms MENSCH-BOSCH no.21,
BRAK RIVIERS SPRUITEN no.134 and FARM no.340, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms JONKERSBERG no.221, JONKERS HOEK

BLAAUW KRANTZ no.250 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern
boundary and that of FARM no.287, and then along the SAPS boundary on the Indian Ocean low water
mark, to the south- eastern corner beacon of farm SALTRIFOR no.241. Proceed respectively along its
southern boundary and that of FARM no.496, FARM no.299 and farm ARCH ROCK no.296, to its southwestern corner beacon. Continue along the SAPS boundary on the Low water mark, respectively passing
farms MATJES RIVIER no.295, FARM no.545, FARM no.522, farm MATJES FONTEIN no.304, FARM
no.305, farms LAGOON EDGE no.449, GANSE VALLEI no.444, HILL VIEW, BRAAIKLOOF no.443,
GROOTFONTEIN no.456 and BRAAIKLOOF no.443 (again) to the north- western corner beacon of farm
ROBBEBERG no.454. Proceed respectively along its northern, eastern and southern boundaries to its
south-western corner beacon. Continue generally westwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water
Mark, passing farm BRAKKKLOOF no.443, to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm ROODEFONTEIN
no.440. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm KRANS HOEK no.432, to its
south-western corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of FARM no.558 to its south-eastern
corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm NOETZIE no.394
(eastern section), to its south-western corner beacon. Continue generally farms NOETZIE no.394 (western
section), UITZIGT no.216, WALKER’S POINT no.215 and BUFFALO BAY FOREST RESERVE no.211, to
its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along the southern boundary of farm THE BRINK no.205 to its
south-western corner beacon (eastern section). Continue generally westwards, along the SAPS boundary
on the Low Water Mark, passing farm THE BRINK no.205 (western section) to the south-western corner
beacon of FARM no.185. Proceed along its southern boundary to its south-western corner beacon.
Continue respectively along the south-eastern, southern, western and northern boundaries of farm RONDE
VALLEY no.187 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and northern
boundaries of farm HOOGEKRAAL no.182 (southern section) and continue along the northern boundary of
farm HOOGEKRAAL UITSPANNING BOS no.265, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the
SAPS boundary (firstly eastwards across the river and then generally northwards along the east bank),
respectively parallel to the western boundaries of farms HOOGEKRAAL no.182 (northern section), DIEP
RIVIER no.178, FARM no.507 and FARM no.512 to its south- western corner beacon. Finally, proceed
respectively along the western boundaries of FARM no.512 and FARM no.511, to its north-western corner
beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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no.220, UITKYK no.224, VOORBURG no.255, and FARM no.289, to its south- eastern corner beacon.
Proceed due south along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm DWARSWEG no.260) for approximately
232.5metres and then deviate generally south westwards (still traversing farm DWARSWEG no.260 and
along the SAPS boundary) to the outer north-eastern corner beacon of farm RONDEHEUVEL no.256.
Proceed along its eastern boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon, and then along the southern
boundary of farm DWARSWEG no.260 to the outer north-western corner beacon of farm ANNEX
DWARSWEG no.272. Continue generally north-westwards along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm
DWARSWEG no.260, to the inner north- western corner beacon of farm ANNEX DWARSWEG no.272 and
proceed along its northern boundary to its inner north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed generally eastwards
along the SAPS boundary adjacent to the railway line (respectively traversing farms DWARSWEG no.260,
EIGENDOMSGROND no.251 and HOOGTE KRAAL no.238). Continue adhering to the SAPS boundary,
traversing farm HOOGTE KRAAL no.238 generally eastwards (and ceasing to locate adjacent to the
railway line at the point where the railway line deviates northwards), to the north-western corner beacon of
farm GLENTANA no.239. Then proceed along the southern boundary of farm HOOGTE KRAAL no.238 to
its terminal south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed northwards along its eastern boundary to its inner southeastern corner beacon. Then continue southwards along the SAPS boundary (parallel to the eastern
boundary of farm HOOGTE KRAAL no.238), to the Indian Ocean low water mark. Proceed extensively
westwards on the coastline, along the SAPS boundary on the low water mark, respectively passing
numerous farms throughout the route, from farm HOOGTE KRAAL no.238 through to the south-eastern
corner beacon of farm DROOGFONTEIN no.245. Continue respectively along its southern boundary, the
SAPS boundary, the southern boundaries of farms FARM no.298, MOSSEL BAY RD no.344, FARM
no.249, the SAPS boundary, the eastern boundary of farm VLEESCH BAAI STRAND no.266 and the
eastern and southern boundaries of farm MISGUNST AAN DE GOURITZ RIVIER no.257, to its southwestern corner beacon. Continue generally north-westwards along the SAPS boundary on the middle of
the GOURITS RIVER, respectively passing the western boundaries of farms MISGUNST AAN DE
GOURITZ RIVIER no.257, BRAKKEFONTEIN no.256 and VOGELVALLEY no.254, to the south- western
corner beacon of farm DE HOEK no.255. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of
FARM no.294, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm PLATTEBOS no.443. Continue onstream along
the SAPS boundary, traversing farm BONAVONTUUR no.234, to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm
VALSCH RIVIERS MOND no.333. Proceed onstream along the western boundary of farm ELANDSRUG
no.233 to its north-western corner beacon. Continue onstream along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm
BUFFELSDRIFT no.191 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and
southern boundaries of farm POTKLEY’S KRAAL no.195 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
generally northwards onstream along the SAPS boundary to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM
no.322. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm PEACH GROVE no.199 to its
south-western corner beacon. Proceed onstream along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm
MIDDELDRIFT no.186 to the south-western corner beacon of farm SCHADUWDAL no.190. Continue
along its western boundary and that of farms BOK DRIFT no.187 and RIET VLEI no.185, to the north-
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm KRIEGASBERG no.1, proceed along its northern
boundary and respectively that of farms, PLAAT BERG no.2, WAARBOOM BERG no.3, ALBERT BERG
no.4, OLIVE BERG no.5, BUSHMANS BERG no.6, BOTHAS HOEK no.7, TIGER BERG no.8, TAFEL
BERG no.9, UITKYK no.12, BLAAUWPUNT no.13, ERIN no.14, ZWARTBERG no.15 and BLESBERG
no.16 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary and then respectively the
eastern and southern boundaries of farm WATERKLOOF EN KRUISRIVIER no.17, to the north-eastern
corner beacon of farm ROODEHEUVEL no.71. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of
farm KLEINBERG no.128, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its southern
boundary and that of farms ROODE ELS KLOOF no.126, VERMAAKS RIVIER no.125, ANNEX LEEUW
BLAD no.129, WAGEN PADS NEK no.130, PAARDE BERG no.132, PAARDEBERG no.134 and
KAMANASSIE no.135 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
boundaries of farms KLEINS VLAKTE no.168 and MISTKRAAL no.169, and then respectively along its
southern boundary and that of farm WAGENAARS KRAAL no.166 to the north-western corner beacon of
farm ANNEX WELBEDAGT no.21. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of
farm KLEINFONTEIN no.22, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm ANNEX KLEIN FONTEIN no.23.
Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the northern boundary of farm WELBEDAG no.24, to
its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the northern boundary of farm ZOUT KLOOF no.27 and

eastern corner beacon of farm MIDDELDRIFT no.186. Proceed onstream along the SAPS boundary,
traversing farm BAVIAANS HOEK no.181 to its southern corner beacon and then along its southern
boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed onstream along the SAPS boundary, traversing
farm BUFFELSKRAAL no.167 to its southern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern and
inner-western boundaries to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm BUFFELSKRAAL SUID no.168.
Proceed onstream along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm BUFFELSKRAAL no.167 to the southwestern corner beacon of farm BUFFELS HOEK no.164. Proceed along its western boundary to its
northern corner beacon. Continue along the SAPS boundary on the middle of the GOURITS RIVER,
respectively passing the southern and western boundaries of farm MULLERSHOOP no.106 and the
western boundary of farm DIE POORT no.107, to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm ZEEKOEDRIFT
no.162. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of farm DIE POORT no.107, MULLERSHOOP
no.106, BITOUWS KLOOF no.97, RIETVALLEI AAN DE KLIPHEUVEL no.6 and ZONDER HEK no.1, to
its north-western corner beacon. Continue onstream along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm ZAND
DRIFT no.36, to a point on its eastern boundary, which is approximately 733.2metres from its southeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms RING MUUR no.7 and
KLEIN VLAKTE no.8, to a point which is approximately 115.5metres north of the north eastern corner
beacon of farm ZAND DRIFT no.36. Proceed due west along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm ZAND
VLAKTE no.2, to a point on its western boundary which is approximately 50metres from its south western
corner beacon. Finally, proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms ZAND VLAKTE no.2
and ZITZI KAMMA no.3, to its north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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then respectively along the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm ZOUT KLOOF no.26 to its
south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farm WELBEDAG
no.24 and KLIPPEDRIF no.81 to its south- eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western
and southern boundaries of farm PALMIET DRIFT no.80, and respectively along the eastern and southern
boundaries of farm BEVERAAS KLOOF NO.86 to its south-western corner beacon. Then proceed
respectively along the northern and western boundaries of farm MODDERAAS KLOOF no.133 to its southwestern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farms KANDELAARS &
DOORN RIVIERS no.222 and BAD HOPE no.221. Proceed respectively along the eastern, northern and
western boundaries of farm GROOT-HOEK no.19 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
RUITERSBERG no.207. Proceed respectively along its eastern and western boundaries to its northwestern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farms OSSE HOEK
no.206, EENDE KRAAL no.205, FOURIESBERG no.204, PAARDE VLEIBERG no.203, PAARDEN VLEI
no.202 and VAN ZYLS BERG no. 201, to the north-western corner beacon of farm ZITZI KAMMA no.3.
Then proceed (generally northwards) along the SAPS boundary on the GOURITS RIVER, traversing
respectively farms VAN ZYLS BERG no.201, BUFFELS DRIFT no.34, UITSPAN no.199, GROENBERG
no.195, TIERKLOOF no.194, SLANGE RIVIER ANNEX no.193, UITSPAN no.199 (again),PLATTE RUG
no.219, BOSCHBERG no.198, PLATTE RUG no.219 (again), PRETORIUS KRAAL no.218, PLATTE
RUG no.219 (again), GROOTKLOOF no.176, AANLOKKING no.175 and UITZICHT no.173, to the point
of intersection of the SAPS boundary (on the GOURITS RIVER) with the south-eastern boundary of farm
UITZICHT no.173 and then along that boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively
along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm BOSCHBERG no.198 to the south- western corner
beacon of farm SLANGE RIVIER ANNEX no.193. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and
that of farms TIERKLOOF no.194, GROENBERG no.195, SLANGE RIVIER ANNEX no.193 (eastern
section), KLEINFONTEIN no.197 and FARM no.250 to the south-western corner beacon of farm
BOSCHKLOOF no.81. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and the western boundary of farm
RIETFONTEIN no. to the south-western corner beacon of farm UITVLUGT no.80. Proceed respectively
along its southern and eastern boundaries to its north eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
the southern and eastern boundaries of farm LANGVERWAGT no.78 to its north- eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of farms SERINGLANING no.155 and
NOOITGEDACHT no.153 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western
boundaries of FARM no.99 and the eastern boundary of farm DORINKLOOF no.42 to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Finally proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms VOGELFONTEIN
no.39, WELGEVONDEN no.38 and KRIEGASBERG no.1 to its north-western corner beacon, which is the
STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm SOUT KUIL no.739, proceed respectively along
its northern boundary and that of farms GRAUW HEUVEL no.3, BLAUWE KLIP no.5 and RIETFONTEIN
no.6, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary and then respectively along
the northern boundaries of farms KLIP BANKS KLOOF no.7, FARM no.8, REMHOOGTE no.9 and
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district
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Cape Agulhas Sub-District
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STARTING from the south-western corner beacon (at the Low Water Mark) of farm ROOI SAND no.564,
proceed respectively along its western and northern boundaries, the eastern boundaries of FARM no.565
and FARM no.542 and the southern boundary of farm BOT RIVIER no.474 to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Continue respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm JOSEPHS KRAAL
no.540, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm PAARDE POORT no.539 and the eastern boundary
of farm BERG RAND no.538 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
boundary of farm HEMEL EN AARDE no.587 and the northern boundary of farm GLEN VARLOCH no.591
to its north-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of
FARM No.986 to the north-western beacon of farm VOGEL GAT no.59. Continue respectively along its
northern boundary and that of farms BELLE VUE no.631 and MORNING STAR no.630, to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms BOSCHKOP no.603 and
ELONDS KLOOF no.604 and then respectively along the northern boundaries of FARM no.627 and FARM
no.626, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary, the northern
and eastern boundaries of FARM no.625, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm HAGEDISBERG
OUTSPAN no.661 to the north-western corner beacon of farm PAARDEBERGS RIVIER no.984. Proceed
along its northern boundary and respectively that of FARM no.665, FARM no.667 and FARM no.668, to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respec PAAPJES VALLEY no.679 (eastern section) and continue
southwards on their linear extension along the SAPS Boundary, respectively traversing FARM no.1006
and farm LANGVERWACHT no.896 to a point on its southern boundary that is approximately 485 metres
east of its south-western corner beacon. Then continue respectively along the northern and western
boundaries of farm LANDMETERS KOP no.681 to the south-western corner beacon of farm PAAPJES
VALLEY no.679 (western section). Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM no.898
and FARM no.682 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary,
the eastern boundary of FARM no.683 and then respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms
GOED VERTROUW no.684 and HELDERFONTEIN no.688, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western and southern boundaries of FARM no.694 and then respectively along the
western boundaries of FARM no.695, farm SAND DOWN ESTATE no.220 and FARM no.221 to intersect
the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark. Continue generally eastwards along the SAPS boundary
on the Low Water Mark, adjacent respectively to the southern boundaries of farms UKR EAST no.706,
UKR WEST no.707, the SAPS Area, farm KLIP FONTEYN no.711 (eastern section), SAPS Area and farm
KLIP FONTEYN no.711 (western section). Continue generally north-wards along the SAPS boundary on
the Low Water Mark, adjacent respectively to the western boundaries of farm KLIP FONTEYN no.711,
SAPS Area, farm WALKERS BAY no.713, WALKERS BAY FOREST RESERVE no.724, SAPS Area,
FARM no.581, SAPS Area, farm HOEK VAN DE BERG no.572 and SAPS Area, the southern boundary of
farm MIDDLE VLEI no.566, SAPS Area and the southern boundary of farm ROOI SAND no.564, to its
south-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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BRAKKE FONTEIN no.51, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its eastern
boundary and the northern and eastern boundaries of farm WIT RUG no.79, to the north-western corner
beacon of farm WIND HOEK no.78. Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries to the
north-western corner beacon of farm CUPIDOS KRAAL no.62 (western section). Proceed generally southeastwards (traversing farm CUPIDOS KRAAL no.62) for approximately 1.6 Km along the SAPS boundary,
on a linear extension of the eastern boundary of farm WIND HOEK no.78. Continue eastwards thereon,
directly to a point on the eastern boundary of farm CUPIDOS KRAAL no.62 (western section), which is
approximately 920 metres from its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern
boundary and the northern boundary of farm DRANK VLEI no.74, to the south-eastern corner beacon of
farm CUPIDOS KRAAL no.62 (eastern section). Proceed respectively along the western and northern
boundaries of farm POTTEBERG ESTATE no.516 its inner-north-western corner beacon. Continue along
the SAPS boundary to the south-western corner beacon of FARM no.517, and then respectively along its
western, northern and eastern boundaries to the south-western corner beacon of farm MELK HOUT RIVIER
no.492. Proceed along its southern boundary to its outer-south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed generally
south-eastwards (traversing farm POTTEBERG ESTATE no.516) along the SAPS boundary for
approximately 3.2Km, then deviate generally eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the southern edge of
the SAN SEBASTIAN NATURE RESERVE to intersect the eastern boundary of farm POTTEBERG
ESTATE no.516 at a point on its eastern boundary approximately 1.6 Km north of its inner-south-eastern
corner beacon and continue along its eastern boundary to the Indian Ocean low water mark. Then
proceed generally southwards along the southern boundary of farm POTTEBERG ESTATE no.516 on the
Indian Ocean low water mark, then deviating generally westwards thereon to the south-eastern corner
beacon of farm DRANK VLEI no.74. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm
SKIHAVEN no.337, to its inner-eastern corner beacon. Continue eastwards along the SAPS boundary on
the Low Water Mark, to the northern beacon of farm KLIP FONTEIN no.64 (northern section). Proceed
respectively along its seaward boundary and that of farms SKIHAVEN no.337, KLIP FONTEIN no.64
(southern section), BUFFELS FONTEIN no.170, FARM no.324, DOLLAS DOWNS no.264 & the SAPS
boundary, MEULVLEY no.265, BUSHY PARK no.269, KLIP FONTEIN no.272, ZOETENDALS VLEI
no.280, SAPS Area, PAAPEKUIL FONTEIN no.281 (northern section), SAPS Area, PAAPEKUIL
FONTEIN no.281 (southern section), SAPS Area, PAAPEKUIL FONTEIN no.281 (western section),
BRANDFONTEIN no.292, RIETFONTEIN no.293 (eastern section), SAPS Area, RIETFONTEIN no.293
(western section), RATTEL RIVIER no.300, SAPS Area, DIE DAM no.302, FARM no.303, FARM no.304,
FARM no.306 ,FARM no.340 (eastern section), FARM no.357, FARM no.340 (western section), FARM
no.339, FARM no.338, farm BUFFEL JAGT no.309, FARM no.311, farm HAGELKRAAL no.318, SAPS
Area, farm KLEIN HAGEL KRAAL no.321, SAPS Area, FARM no.227, FARM no.385 and FARM no.221,
to its south-western corner beacon. Continue along its western boundary and respectively that of farms
SAND DOWN ESTATE no.220, FARM no.695, to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively
along the southern, western and northern boundaries of FARM no.694 and the northern boundaries of
farms BEN LOMOND no. 690 and DENZAL no.689, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm THE HELL no.737, to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern and eastern boundaries of FARM no.683, to its north-
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STARTING from the north-west corner beacon of farm EYERPOORT no.4, proceed respectively along its
northern and eastern boundaries to the north-western corner beacon of farm BELLAIR no.13 (western
section). Continue respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms HOTTENTOTS DAM no.6 and
BELLAIR no.13 (eastern section), to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm ZANDFONTEIN no.16.
Proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing farm BELLAIR no.13) directly to the south-western corner
beacon of farm BRAKKE FONTEIN no.23. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and that of
farm HONDEWATER no.529, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue generally southwards along the
SAPS boundary (traversing farm BELLAIR no.13) to a point that is 7.85 Km east of the central boundary of
farm BELLAIR no.13. Then proceed due east along the SAPS boundary (still traversing farm BELLAIR
no.13) to a point on the central boundary of farm BELLAIR no.13, that is approximately 2.75 south of the
boundary. Continue respectively north, then east along the central boundary of farm BELLAIR no.13, to the
outer north-western corner beacon of FARM no.681. Then proceed along the northern boundary of FARM
no.681 to its inner north-western corner beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM
no.681) to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.22. Proceed along its northern boundary to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM
no.21, farm ZANDHOEK no.26, FARM no.2 and FARM no.77, to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Continue respectively along its southern and western boundaries, to the north-eastern corner beacon of
farm THE GROOTVADERSBOSCH ESTATE no.114. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary

eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern boundary of FARM no.204 and the western
and northern boundaries of farm LANDMETERS KOP no.681, to a point on the southern boundary of farm
LANGVERWACHT no.896, that is approximately 485 metres east of its south-western corner beacon.
Continue northwards along the SAPS boundary, on a (southwards) linear extension of the south-eastern
boundary of farm POKKIES KRAAL no.129 (eastern section), respectively traversing farms
LANGVERWACHT no.896 and FARM no.1006, to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm POKKIES
KRAAL no.129 (eastern section). Proceed respectively along the western and northern boundaries of farm
SANDIES GLEN no.129 to the south-western corner beacon of farm HELDER FONTEIN no.126. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary and the western and northern boundaries of FARM no.332, the
northern boundaries of farms HELDER FONTEIN no.126 and TUIN PLAATS no.121, to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms ELANDSKLOOF no.117,
REMHOOGTE no.120, FAIRFIELD ANNEXE no.119, FARM no.32 and LEEUWEN RIVIER no.27, to its
north-western corner beacon. Then traverse farm GROOT BAAKS KOP no.29 generally north-eastwards
along the SAPS boundary, to a point located on the southward linear extension of the of the western
boundary of farm MATJES KLOOF no.26, that is approximately 1088 metres south of its of its southwestern corner beacon. Continue traversing farm GROOT BAAKS KOP no.29 due north along the SAPS
boundary to the south-western corner beacon of farm MATJES KLOOF no.26. Proceed respectively along
its western and northern boundaries, to a point on its northern boundary that is approximately 1040 metres
west of the south-eastern corner beacon of farm LANGE KUIL no.393.Then traverse farm LANGE KUIL
no.393 due north along the SAPS boundary, to the south-western corner beacon of FARM no.740. Finally,
proceed respectively along its southern boundary and the western boundary of farm SOUT KUIL no.739, to
its north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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and that of farm LISMORE no.137, to intersect the western edge of the railway reserve. Then proceed
generally southwards along the SAPS boundary on the western edge of the railway reserve, traversing the
boundary area dividing farm LISMORE no.137 and FARM no.121, then the boundary area dividing farm
LISMORE no.137 and farm SOUTHEY no.122 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the
western boundary of FARM no.120, to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.119. Then proceed
along its western boundary and that of farm TRADOUW no.118 to the north-eastern corner beacon of
FARM no.576. Proceed respectively along its northern, western and southern boundaries to the northwestern corner beacon of farm HONING KLIP no.135. Continue respectively along the eastern and
southern boundaries of farm LISMORE no.137 and the southern boundary of farm RIET KUIL OUTSPAN
no.279, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern boundary of farm RIET
KUIL OUTSPAN no.278, the eastern boundary of farm KINKO no.275 and the eastern boundary of farm
COERANNIE no.289, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm ROOI DRAAI no.291. Proceed
respectively along its eastern boundary and the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of FARM
no.528 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm DORDRECHTS DRIFT No.333. Proceed respectively
along its southern boundary and the eastern boundaries of FARM no.685 and farm MICHELS KRAAL
no.457 to the north-western corner beacon of farm PAARDEN KLOOF NORTH no.461. Then proceed
generally south-westwards (traversing farm MICHELS KRAAL no.457) on a linear extension of the northern
boundary of farm PAARDEN KLOOF NORTH no.461, to intersect the middle of the BREE RIVER. Proceed
respectively along the southern boundaries of farms MICHELS KRAAL no.457, FARM no.460, farm
PAARDE KLOOF no.458 and INHOEK no.493 (northern section) to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms KADIE no.536 and INHOEK no.493 (southern
section) to the north-western corner beacon of farm STOFFELS RIVIER no.494. Continue respectively
along its northern boundary and that of farms MELK HOUT RIVIER no.492 and THE POTTEBERG
ESTATE no,516 and the SAPS AREA, to the Indian Ocean low water mark. Continue generally
southwards along the SAPS boundary on the Indian Ocean low water mark adjacent to the SAPS AREA,
to the outer-south-eastern corner beacon of farm THE POTTEBERG ESTATE no,516. Proceed along its
eastern boundary to a point that is approximately 1.6 Km north of its inner-south-eastern corner beacon.
Deviate due west (traversing farm THE POTTEBERG ESTATE no,516) along the southern edge of the
SAN SEBASTIAN NATURE RESERVE for approximately 11.9 Km, then proceed to the outer-south-eastern
corner beacon of farm MELK HOUT RIVIER no.492. Proceed respectively along its south-eastern, southern
and western boundaries, to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.517. Continue respectively along
its northern and western boundaries to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along the SAPS
boundary to the inner-north-western beacon of farm THE POTTEBERG ESTATE no.516. Continue
respectively along its northern and western boundaries to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm
CUPIDOS KRAAL no.62 (eastern section). Then continue respectively along its southern boundary and
the southern and western boundaries of farm GOEDGELOOF no.63, to a point on its western boundary that
is approximately 920 metres north of its south-western corner beacon. Continue generally westwards along
the SAPS boundary, traversing farm CUPIDOS KRAAL no.62, to a point that is approximately 1.6 Km from
the south-eastern corner beacon of farm WIND HOEK no.78, on a south-eastern linear extension of its
eastern boundary. Then proceed to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm WIND HOEK no.78 and
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continue respectively along its eastern and northern boundaries to its north-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the eastern and northern boundaries of farm WIT RUG no.79 to the southeastern corner beacon of farm BRAKKE FONTEIN no.5. Continue respectively along its eastern and
northern boundaries to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern
boundaries of farms REMHOOGTE no.9, FARM no.8 and KLIP BANKS KLOOF no.7, to its northern
beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary of farm RIETFONTEIN no.6 to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Then proceed along its northern boundary and that of farms BLAUWE KLIP no.5, GRAUW
HEUVEL no.3 and SOUT KUIL no.739, to the south-western corner beacon of farm HENNOCHS DAL
no.421. Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of farm BRAKFONTEIN no.416, to its
north-western corner beacon. Proceed along its northern boundary to the south-western corner beacon of
FARM no.415. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of TREINSKRAAL A no.417, DE
POORT no.408 and DASSIEDALE SWELLENDAM FOREST R no.401, to its north-western corner beacon
and then continue for a distance of approximately 210 metres along a northward linear extension of its
western boundary, to intersect the SAPS boundary. Proceed eastwards along the SAPS boundary to the
north-eastern corner beacon of farm DASSIEDALE SWELLENDAM FOREST R no.401. Proceed
respectively along its north-eastern boundary, the northern boundary of FARM no.400 and the western
boundary of farm BERG FONTEIN no.233, to its north-western corner beacon. Continue along its northern
boundary and respectively that of FARM no.667, farms BOSCHHEUVEL no.239, AVONTUUR no.241 and
FARM no.240, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western and northern
boundaries of farm KLIPFONTEIN no.242, to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.229. Proceed
respectively along the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm HESSEQUAS no.530, to the
south-eastern corner beacon of farm GEMINAG no.217. Proceed respectively along the outer-eastern and
southern boundaries of farm KLIPFONTEIN no.242, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western boundary of arm KLIPFONTEIN no.242 and the western and southern
boundaries of FARM no.372, to the south-western corner beacon of FARM no.660. Then proceed along its
southern boundary for approximately 680 metres and continue to a point on its northern boundary that is
approximately 490 metres from its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its northern
and eastern boundaries to the north-eastern beacon of farm NAAUWKLOOF no.384. Proceed respectively
along its eastern boundary and the southern and eastern boundaries of farm KLEINFONTEIN no.367, to
the north-western corner beacon of farm DIAMANT no.571. Continue respectively along its northern
boundary and the western and northern boundaries of farm VOLMOED no.523, to its northern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern and western boundaries of farm VOORHUIS no.249, to its
north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the outer and inner eastern boundary of farm
POTJES KRAAL no.244, and then along the southern boundary of farm DROOGE RIVIER no.201, to the
south-western corner beacon of FARM no.551. Proceed along entire western boundary to its north-western
corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern and western boundaries of farm KLIP RIVIER
no.190, to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern, western and northern
boundaries of farm LEEUW RIVER BERG FOREST RESERV no.171 and the northern boundary of farm
SWELLENDAM FOREST RESERVE no.169, to the south-western corner beacon of farm LEEUW RIVER
BERG FOREST RESERV no.170. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of farms HET
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STARTING from the northern corner beacon of farm EENZAAMHEID no.1, proceed along its eastern
boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon. Then proceed along the northern boundary of farm ELANDS
KLOOF no.5 and then respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm DROOGE RIVIER no.6, to
its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms RADYN
no.24, WAGGENBOOMSKLOOF no.25, SILVERSTREAM no.26 and FARM no.780, to its north eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary of farm WATERVALS KLOOF no.586
and the northern and eastern boundaries of farm LANGE BERG no.31 to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms LANG GEZOCHT no.32, KANON BERG
no.33 and GAL GE BERG no.34 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the eastern boundary
of farm ZILVERMYN no.36 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the northern
boundaries of FARM no.144, farm THE OAKS no.145, FARM no.144, farms BYE NEST KRANTZ no.153,
ZONDER END FOREST RESERVE no.168, VOORUITZIGT no.175 and OLIFANTSBOSCH no.176 to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed due east along the southern boundary of FARM no.176 for
approximately 2,713 Km, then deviate directly due south along the SAPS boundary, traversing farm
DASSIEDALE SWELLENDAM FOREST RESERVE no.401, to the north-western corner beacon of farm
DE POORT no.408. Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of farm TREINSKRAAL A
no.417 and FARM no.415, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern and
western boundaries of farm BRAKFONTEIN no.416, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western boundary of farm ENGELA no.418 and the northern boundary of farm SOUT
KUIL no.739 to the north- eastern corner beacon of farm LANGE KUIL no.393. Proceed respectively along
its eastern boundary, the SAPS boundary (traversing FARM no.740) and the southern boundary of FARM
no.740 to its south-western corner beacon. Then proceed due south along the SAPS boundary, traversing
farm LANGE KUIL no.393, to a point on its southern boundary that is approximately 1040 metres west of its
south eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern and western boundaries of farm
MATJES KLOOF no.26, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western
boundaries of farms GROOT BAAKS KOP no.29, and LEEUWEN RIVIER no.27 to its south-western
corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm HANSJES
RIVIER no.616 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and
that of FARM no.618, FARM no.619, and FARM no.620 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary and the southern and western boundaries of FARM no.753 to its
north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern and western boundaries of FARM
no.624 to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.1011. Continue respectively along its southern

GOED GELOOF no.70, WINDVOGELS KRAAL no.43, VOORSPOED no.568 and RIETKUIL no.42, to its
north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms
VOORSPOED no.568, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its eastern boundary and then
respectively along the southern and eastern boundaries of farm KLEINBERG no.139, to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farm SWELLENDAM RD no.625,
FARM no.40, SWELLENDAM RD no.622 and FARM no.1, to its north-western corner beacon. Finally,
continue respectively along its northern boundary and the western boundary of farm EYERPOORT no.4, to
its north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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boundary and that of FARM no.606, farms ELANDS KLOOF no.604, BOSCHKOP NO.603, FARM no.773,
FARM no.599 and DIEPGAT no.597, to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.590. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary, the eastern boundary of farm HEMEL EN AARDE no.587 and the
northern boundaries of farms BERG RANDT no.538 and PAARDE POORT no.539 to the south-eastern
corner beacon of farm PAARDEKLOOF no.475. Proceed respectively along its southern and western
boundaries, then the southern boundary of FARM no.781 and finally the eastern and southern boundaries
of farm BOT RIVIER no.474, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the eastern
boundary of FARM no.542, the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM no.565 and the western
boundary of farm ROOI SAND no.564 to its south-western corner beacon at the Low Water Mark.
Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of FARM no.892 and farm THE DRAAY no.563 to its
south-western corner beacon. Then proceed along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, to the
south-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.862. Proceed along its southern boundary to its south-western
corner beacon. Continue generally westwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low Water Mark, to the
south-eastern corner beacon of farm HANGKLIP no.559. Proceed along its entire southern boundary, to its
south-western corner beacon. Then proceed generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low
Water Mark, to the central-west beacon of farm HANGKLIP no.559. Proceed along its western boundary to
its north-western corner beacon. Continue generally northwards along the SAPS boundary on the Low
Water Mark to the south-western corner beacon of FARM no.939. Proceed along its western boundary to
its north-western corner beacon. Continue along its northern boundary to the south-western corner beacon
of farm ROCK VIEW no.311. Proceed along its western boundary to its inner north-western corner beacon.
Then proceed generally north-eastwards along the SAPS boundary, to a point that is located approximately
1533.5 metres from the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.358, on an eastward linear extension of
its southern boundary. Continue along the SAPS boundary, directly to the south-eastern corner beacon of
FARM no.358. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM no.358 and FARM no.874 as
well as the southern boundary of FARM no.303, to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively
along the northern boundaries of FARM no.874, FARM no.304, FARM no.873 and farm STEENBRAZEMS
RIVIER no.302 to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm RIDGE no.836. Proceed along the SAPS
boundary (traversing farm RIDGE no.836) to the north-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.1369. Continue
along the SAPS boundary (on the CAPE TOWN / OVERBERG MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT BOUNDARY),
traversing farms RIDGE no.836 and LEAST NURSCH no.835 (respectively adjacent to its southern and
eastern boundaries) to the northern beacon of farm LEAST NURSCH no.835. Proceed along the SAPS
boundary to the northern beacon of farm EENSBEDROGEN no.92. Proceed generally north-eastwards (on
the CAPE WINELANDS / OVERBERG MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT BOUNDARY) along the eastern
boundary of farm FRENCH HOEK FOREST RESERVE no.1023, to the north-eastern corner beacon of
farm RUS BOSCH no.16. Finally, proceed respectively along the southern, eastern and northern
boundaries of farm PURGOTRY OUTSPAN no.1135 and the western boundary of farm EENZAAMHEID
no.1 to its northern corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm KAROETJES KOP no.150, proceed respectively
along its northern boundary and the western boundary of farm KLEIN KOGEL FONTEIN no.148 to its
north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm KOEGEL
FONTEIN no.147, to the south-western corner beacon of BIESJES FONTEIN no.149. Proceed respectively
along its western and northern boundaries to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
the western boundary of farm STOF KRAAL no.42 and the northern boundaries of farms MOORDENAARS
KRAAL no.41, BRUINTJESHOOGTE no.40, BRAKPUTS no.38 and EENKOKERBOOM no.37 to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of farms LANGEDAM
no.35, MODDERFONTEIN no.33, DRAAIHOEK ANNEX no.28, BOKKRAAL no.26 and HARTEBEEST
RIVIER no.25 to its northern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of
FARM no.413 and FARM no.412 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along the southern boundary
of FARM no.410 and then respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM no.461, KLEIN
MATJESFONTEIN no.2 and the western and southern boundaries of FARM no.407, to the north-western
corner beacon of FARM no.406. Proceed respectively along its western boundary and that of FARM no.405
to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern boundaries of farms KOKER
BOOM KRAAL no.13 and ROODE KLOOF no.14 and then respectively along its eastern boundary and
that of farms GROOT KLIP no.16 and ROODE SLOOT VLAKTE no.123 to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the northern and eastern boundaries of farm
DROOGTE HOUTS BERG VLAKTE B no.83 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively
along the eastern boundaries of farms KALK GAT VLAKTE no.84, KALK GAT no.85, GEMSBOK RIVIER
OOST no.86, KLEIN FONTEIN RIVIER no.87, ENGELSCHE PUNT EXTENSION no.221, to the northwestern corner beacon of farm KROMVLEI no.224. Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern
boundaries and the northern boundary of farm ELANDS FOOTPATH RIVIER no.223, to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms VIERFONTEIN no.240 and
VIERFONTEIN EXTENSION no.235 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its
southern boundary, the eastern boundaries of farms VIERFONTEIN EXTENSION no.236, VIERFONTEIN
no.240, VIERFONTEIN EXTENSION no.237, VIERFONTEIN EXTENSION no.238 and GELUKSPUTS
no.241, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western and southern
boundaries of farm SOUPPIES FONTEIN no.799 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively
along the eastern boundary of farm KROM VLEY no.336 and the northern boundaries of farms KLEIN
KOBE EXTENSION no.337 and BOSFONTEIN no.340 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along
its eastern boundary and respectively that of farm KOBE no.333, to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Continue along its southern boundary and respectively the eastern boundaries of farms VAN NIELS BERG
no.355 and KIK FORST FONTEIN no.364, to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.959. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary and the eastern boundaries of farms KIK FORST FONTEIN no.364
and WAGENBOOMS KLOOF & GIFT KOP No.356, to its southern corner beacon. Continue respectively
along the southern boundaries of farms PENDOORN KRAAL no.366, KLIPHEUVEL KRAAL no.367,
VONDELING no.373 (Eastern Section), FARM BELINZONA no.485, VONDELING no.373 (Western
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Section), GIFBERG no.374 and MATJES FONTEIN no.1 to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm ANNEX MIELIE DRAAI no.384 to
its north-western corner beacon. Proceed along the western boundary of FARM no.509 to the southeastern corner beacon of FARM no.508. Continue respectively along its southern and western boundaries
to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms
GIDEONSOORD no.303, GRAAFWATER no.394 and KLIPHOEK no.397 to its south-western corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundary of farm FONTEINTJIE no.466 to the northeastern corner beacon of farm HARDE VLAKTES KLIPHEUVEL NO.405 (Eastern section). Proceed
along its eastern boundary and then respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms
FONTEINTJIE no.466, HARDE VLAKTES KLIPHEUVEL NO.405 (Western section), ANNEX
BLAAUWKLIP no.433 and ZEVEN PUTS no.434 to its south-western corner beacon at the Atlantic Low
Water Mark. Continue generally northwards on the Low Water Mark, respectively along the western
boundaries of farms ZEVEN PUTS no.434, DONKINS BAY FLATS no.428, GROOT HOEK no.409, TENT
KLIP no.408, BYNEST KLIP no.411, SAPS AREA, farms DOORNBAAI no.421, FARM no.424, FARM
no.423, SAPS AREA, farms PAPENDORP STATELAND no.269, PERSEEL WESKUS no.263, PERSEEL
WESKUS no.264, SAPS AREA, PERSEEL WESKUS no.193, PERSEEL WESKUS no.196, PERSEEL
WESKUS no.191, PERSEEL WESKUS no.197, PERSEEL WESKUS no.198, PERSEEL WESKUS
no.200, PERSEEL WESKUS no.202, PERSEEL WESKUS no.204, PERSEEL WESKUS no.206,
GRAAUW DUINEN no.152, RIETFONTEIN EXTENSION no.151 and KAROETJES KOP no.150 to its
north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north western corner beacon of farm WITTEWATER no.25, proceed along its northern
boundary and that of farms WITTEWATER no.24 and WITTEWATER no.21 to its north- eastern corner
beacon. Proceed along the western boundary of farm LANGEFONTEIN no.12 and then respectively along
the southern and western boundaries of farm WITTEDRIFT no.4 to its north-western corner beacon.
Continue for approximately 3.8 km north-westwards along the northern boundary of farm GROOTE DRIFT
no.5, and then deviate north- eastwards along the linear extension of the inner-western boundary of farm
KRUISFONTEIN no.261 (traversing FARM no.282 and farm BONTEHEUVEL no.1) to the inner south
western corner beacon of farm KRUISFONTEIN no.261. Proceed along its short south-western boundary to
its outer south-western corner beacon and then respectively along its outer western boundary and
respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of farm KRUISFONTEIN no.2 to its south-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms DE GUNST no.256, FARM
no.14 and farm MORESTER no.42 to the north-western corner beacon of farm TWEEKUILEN no.44.
Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of farm DUIKERFONTEIN no.45 to its northeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms RHENOSTERHOEK B
no.56 and RHENOSTER HOEK A no.55, continuing along its northern boundary to its north-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm RHENOSTERHOEK B, then
proceeding along its southern boundary to the northern corner beacon of farm MEERLANDSVALLEY
no.57. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms SKERPHEUWEL no.59, FARM
no.295, PIENAARS KLOOF no.62, LEMOENKLOOF no.266, BAVIAANS KLOOF no.63, FARM no.263,
GOEDEMANSKRAAL no.64, PIETERS KLIP no.65 and MALKOPS VLEY A no.68 to its south-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary, the eastern boundary of MALKOPS
VLEY no.67 and the northern boundary of farm CARDOUW HEIGHTS B no.162 (northern section) to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM no.271
and CARDOUW HEIGHTS B no.162 (southern section). Proceed respectively along the northern, western
and southern boundaries of FARM no.507 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
the northern and eastern boundaries of farm GRAS RUGGENS no.510 to the north-western corner beacon
of farm THE HOEK no.512. Proceed respectively along its northern and eastern boundaries to its southeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern boundary of FARM no.514 and the western
boundary of FARM no.515 to its northern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary
and that of farms KLIPHUIS VLAKTE no.192 and PAARDEN VALLEI no.193 to its south- eastern corner
beacon. Then proceed along the northern boundary of farm GREAT WINTERHOEK no.44 to the southeastern corner beacon of farm DRIEBOSCH no.17. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary and
that of farm DRIE DAS BOSCH no.18, FARM no.29, farms DASBOSCHFONTEIN no.16, NEETHLINGS
BERG no.231, FARM no.11 and farm HALFMANS HOF no.10, to its south-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm VIER-EN-TWINTIG
RIVIERE no.240. Continue respectively along the southern boundaries of farms AVONTUUR no.232 and
HONIGFONTEIN no.233 and then respectively along its western boundary and that of farms DIE PONT
ANNEX no.225, DIE PONT no.243, REMHOOGTE no.222 and MATJESFONTEIN no.217 to its northwestern corner beacon. Proceed along the southern boundary of farm KLIPPLAAT no.219 and then
respectively along its western boundary and that of farms VONDELING no.212 and RIETFONTEIN no.184
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STARTING from the north-western corner beacon of farm DOORSPRING no.432, proceed along its
northern boundary and respectively that of farms HARDE VLAKTE KLIPHEUVEL EXTENSION no.436 and
SCHUINSVLEI HOEK no.438 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern
and eastern boundaries of farm SLINGERS KRAAL no.405, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the northern boundary of farm TAAIBOSCH VLAKTE no.439 and the western boundary
of farm ANNEX KANAGASBERGEN no.403, to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively
along the southern boundaries of farms KOEIVLEI no.479 and DIE BAKKE no.474 and then along the
western boundary of farm VAALVLEI no.401 to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed along its northern
boundary to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm DIE BAKKE no.474 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
northern boundaries of farms KOEIVLEI no.479 and HEEREN LODGEMENT no.442 to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the northern boundary of farm GROOT
POORT no.71 to the southern corner beacon of farm ZYPHER FONTEIN EXTENSION no.67. Proceed
respectively along its western boundary and the northern boundary of farm ZYPHERFONTEIN no.66, and
then along the western boundary of farm MATJES FONTEIN ANNEX no.4 to its north-western corner

to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm WITTEWATER no.148. Proceed respectively along its southern
boundary and that of farms RIETKLOOF no.144, FARM no.138, KLIPHEUVEL no.137, DOORNBOSCH
no.136, STEENBOKSFONTEIN NO.133 and ZOUTE KLOOF no.132, to its south- western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along its western boundary and the southern boundary of farm KERSEFONTEIN
no.129 to the north- eastern corner beacon of farm JANTJESFONTEIN no.69. Proceed along its eastern
boundary to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its southern boundary and that of
farm HELDERWATER no.71 and FARM no.1051, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively
along its western boundary and that of FARM no.1052 to the south- eastern corner beacon of farm
CLOETES KRAAL no.92. Proceed respectively along its southern and western boundaries to its northwestern corner beacon. Then proceed northwards along a linear extension of its outer-western boundary to
intersect the southern boundary of farm OLIFANTS KRAAL no.61 and continue respectively along its
southern, eastern and northern boundaries to the north-western corner beacon of FARM no.1196.
Proceed northwards (traversing farm KLIPHOEK no.59) to a point on the southern boundary of farm
VLAMINKE VALEY no.54 that is approximately 855 metres from its south-eastern corner beacon. Then
proceed respectively along its southern and western boundaries to its north-western corner beacon, at the
Atlantic Low Water Mark. Proceed generally north-eastwards, respectively along its northern boundary,
the Low Water Mark along the SAPS boundary and the western boundary of farm VELDDRIFT no.110 to
its north-western corner beacon. Continue along the Low Water Mark, respectively along western boundary
of farm DWARSKERSBOS no.109, the SAPS western boundary, and the western boundary of farm
DWARSKERSBOS no.109 (again) to its north-western corner beacon. Finally, proceed respectively along
the western boundaries of farms WITTEWATER no.30, FARM no.272, WITTEWATER no.28,
WITTEWATER no.26 and WITTEWATER no.25 to its north-western corner beacon, which is the
STARTING point.
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beacon. Continue along its northern boundary and respectively that of farms BRAKKEFONTEIN
EXTENSION no.6, BRAKKEFONTEIN no.9, BRAKFONTEIN no.526, PAAPKUILS FONTEIN
EXTENSION no.10, MELKBOSCH RUG no.12, FARM no.13, DAGBREEK no.79, THE PUT no.14 and
JAAGVLAK no.18, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary as
well as the western and eastern boundaries of farm DOORNBOSCH no.19, to the north-western corner
beacon of farm LANGKUIL A no. 525. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary, the northern
boundary of farm LANGKUIL no.23 and the northern boundary of farm UITSPAN KRAAL no.28, to its
north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the entire eastern
boundary of farm GERUSHEID A no.539, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its
southern boundary and the eastern boundaries of farms REENEN A no.540 and BOBBEJAANSKLOOF
no.159, to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm KLIPSKEUR no.160. Continue along its southern
boundary and then respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms ANNEX VOGEL VALLEY no.293,
OUDEKRAAL no.296, FARM no.609, MATJESKLOOF no.310, WILDEHONDSKLOOF no.311,
ROOIMUIS no.315, KRUIS no.316 and TAAIBOSCHKRAAL no.317 to its south-eastern corner beacon.
Continue respectively along its southern boundary and that of farms NIEUWE RUST no.322,
VOGELFONTEIN no.321, ALSFONTEIN no.320 and FARM no.560, to its south-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM no.637 to its south-western
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms PLAAS no.575, FARM no.475
and HEXBERG no.58, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its southern boundary and then
respectively along the eastern boundaries of FARM no.502, FARM no.504 and FARM no.513, to its southeastern corner beacon. Proceed along its southern boundary and then respectively along the eastern and
northern boundaries of farm THE HOEK no.512, to its north- western corner beacon. Proceed along the
western boundary of farm KEEROM no.511 and then respectively along the southern boundaries of farms
HET GROOT KARDOUW no.509 and FARM no.507, to its south- western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along its western and northern boundaries, then along the western boundary of farm HET
GROOT KARDOUW no.509, to its north-western corner beacon. Proceed along the southern boundary of
farm LATJES KLOOF HEIGHTS no.506 and then respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms
BATH HEIGHTS no.495, FARM no.528, FARM no.493, BERGSOOM no.488, MODDERFONTEIN no.459,
to its inner north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along that boundary and the southern
boundary of farm PERDEKOP no.453, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along its
western boundary and that of farms BERGENDAL no.454, FARM no.452 and JANSEKRAAL no.588 to its
north-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms ANNEX BERG
VALLEY no.419 and ANNEX BOTHAS HOEK no.418 and then respectively along the eastern boundaries
of FARM no.613 and ANNEX DUIKERFONTEIN no.416, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along its southern boundary and that of farm ANNEX VALENTINUS FONTEIN no.414 to its
south-western corner beacon. Then proceed (traversing farm TWEEKUILEN no.44) to the south-eastern
corner beacon of FARM no.613. Proceed along its southern boundary and then respectively along its
western boundary and that of FARM no.639, farm BERGVALLEI no.408, FARM no.410, FARM no.409,
farm RATELRUG no.407, TAAYBOSCH KRAAL no.398, FARM no.399 and VIER-EN-TWINTIG RIVIERE
no.240, to the south eastern corner beacon of FARM no.238. Proceed respectively along the northern
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STARTING from the south-western corner beacon of FARM no. 5, Proceed generally northwards, and then
eastwards along the SAPS boundary on the low water mark, adjacent to its entire seaward boundary.
Continue throughout the SAPS boundary on the low water mark and then adjacent to the northern
boundary of farm WILDE VARKENS VLEI no.48, until the intersection with the seaward extension of its
eastern boundary with farm VLAMINKE VLEI no.54. Continue respectively to the north-eastern corner
beacon of farm WILDE VARKINS VLEI no.48 and along its eastern-boundary to its southern-corner
beacon. Then proceed generally in a north easterly direction, traversing farm VLAMINKE VLEI no.54 along
the SAPS boundary, to a point which is approximately 2.85 Km due west of the extended outer western
boundary line of farm KLIPHOEK no.59. Proceed due east on the SAPS boundary, along this extended
boundary line to the outer western-corner beacon of farm KLIPHOEK no.59. Continue along the eastern
boundary of farm VLAMINKE VLEI no.54 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of farm OLIPHANTS KRAAL no.61 to the north-eastern
corner beacon of FARM no.90. Proceed along its eastern boundary to its south- eastern corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the northern and eastern boundaries of FARM no.91 to the inner south-western
corner beacon of farm CLOETES KRAAL no.92 and then respectively along the northern and eastern
boundaries of farm BRAKFONTEIN no.80, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
the western boundaries of farms BUURMANS TWIST no.172 and JANTJESFONTEIN no.140 to its northwestern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms HAZEKRAAL
no.141, CALEDONIA no.143, FARM no.1216, VONDELING no.144 and KLIPBANK no.145 to its northeastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farm
GEMSBOKFONTEIN no.162 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its southern boundary and
then respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms WOLVEDANS no.958, WOLVEDANS no.1001,
WOLVEDANS no.322, SCHAFPLAATSFONTEIN no.345 (eastern section) and ROOI VLEY no.344 to its
south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundary of farm

boundary of farm KRUISFONTEIN no.2 and the outer-western and outer-south-western boundaries of
FARM no.261, to its outer-south-western corner beacon. Then proceed along a south-western linear
extension of its inner-western boundary, to intersect a point on the eastern boundary of farm GROOTE
DRIFT no.5, that is approximately 3.8 Km from its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
its eastern and southern boundaries to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
north-eastern, eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm BOTTEL FONTEIN no.11, to its northwestern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of farms DRAAI HOEK no.10,
BRAKKEKUIL no.9, FARM no.277 and VERLOREN VLEI no.8, to its north-western corner beacon.
Proceed generally in a north-easterly direction along the SAPS boundary to the south-western corner
beacon of farm GRAAUW DUINEN no.234. Continue respectively along its western boundary and that of
farms WAGENDRIFT no.230, STEENBOKSFONTEIN no.92, STEENBOKSFONTEIN no.91 and
OTTERDAM no.90, to its north-western corner beacon. Finally, proceed northwards along the SAPS
boundary to the outer south-western corner beacon of farm DOORSPRING no.432 and continue along its
western boundary to its north-western corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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STARTING from the north-eastern corner beacon of farm KLIPBANK no.145, proceed respectively along
its northern boundary and the western boundary of farm NIEWERUST no.148 to its north-western corner
beacon. Continue respectively along the northern boundaries of farms ZANDRIFT no.149, BERG RIVIER
no.151, BURGLERS POST no.154, BAKOVEND no.157 and KLIPHEUVEL no.155, to its north-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms RIETFONTEIN no.184 and

SCHAFPLAATSFONTEIN no.345 (western section) and the eastern boundaries of farms KLEIN
HAMBURG no.393 and HAMBURG no.391, to point approximately 565metres before its south-eastern
corner beacon. Proceed along the SAPS boundary to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
VOGELSTRUISFONTEIN no.433. Proceed respectively along its eastern, southern and western
boundaries, to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm GANZEKRAAL no.434. Continue respectively
along its southern boundary and that of farm GANZEKRAAL no.386, to its south-western corner beacon.
Proceed respectively along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm BOVENFONTYN no.348
to its north-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along the southern boundary of farm
ELANDSFONTYN no.349 and the eastern and southern boundaries of farm LANGE FONTEIN no.377 to
the north-eastern corner beacon of farm WILDE VARKENS VALLEY no.452. Proceed approximately
461.5metres along its northern boundary to the point of intersection with the R27 Main Road. Continue
generally southwards along the SAPS boundary (on the R27), traversing farms WILDE VARKENS
VALLEY no.452, ZWARTBERGS VALLEY no.447, BUFFELSFONTEIN no.453 and VIER FONTEIN
no.553, to the point of intersection with the northern boundary of farm KERRIE FONTEIN no.555. Proceed
respectively along its northern boundary and the eastern and southern boundaries of farm DE HOEK
no.450, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western (seaward) boundaries
of farms DE HOEK no.450, ABRAHAMS KRAAL no.449 and SCHRYWERSHOEK no.362 to its northwestern corner beacon. Continue generally in a north westerly direction along the SAPS boundary on the
low water mark, adjacent to farm STOFBERGSFONTEIN no.365, to the south-western corner beacon of
farm LOT O P G R no.366. Proceed respectively along its seaward boundary (on the low water mark) and
that of FARM no.371, the SAPS boundary adjacent to farm SCHIER EILAND no.287, farm SCHIER
EILAND ANNEX no.291, FARM no.370, OUDE POST STRAND no.373, FARM no.375, the SAPS
boundary adjacent to FARM no.1054, FARM no.1053 and FARM no.852, farm SCHRYWERSHOEK
no.362, GEELBEK no.360, GEELBEK ANNEX no.361, GEELBEK no.360, BOTTELLARY no.363,
OOSTEWAL no.292, the SAPS boundary, FARM no.196, FARM no.1185, FARM no.196, the SAPS
boundary, farm KLIPVLEI no.284, SALDANHA FLASHLIGHT no.285, FARM no.119, FARM no.1016,
farm JAKOB no.118, farm FISHING LEASE no.117, FARM no.116, farm JAKOB no.115, farm FISHING
LEASE no.114, farm JAKOB no.113, farm FISHING LEASE no.112, farm JAKOB no.111, the SAPS
boundary, FARM no.110, farm WALTERS no.33, farm HOEDKLIP no.36, the SAPS boundary, farm
PATERNOSTER no.26, farm PATERNOSTER no.28, the SAPS boundary, FARM no.1014, the SAPS
boundary, FARM GREAT PATERNOSTER A no.25, the SAPS boundary and finally to the south-western
corner beacon of FARM no.5, which is the STARTING point.
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VONDELING no.212 to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm MISVERSTAND no.333. Continue
respectively along its eastern boundary and that of farms GOUSBLOMSKRAAL no.334,
VOGELSTRUISDRIFT no.335 and VLEDERMUISDRIFT no.398 to the north-western corner beacon of
farm DRIEHEUVELS no.399. Proceed respectively along its northern boundary and that of farms DASDRIF
no.945, SLUISWYK no.400 and VRISCHGEWAAGD no.401, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along its eastern boundary, the western boundary of farm VIER-EN-TWINTIG RIVIERE no.240
and the western boundary of FARM no.375, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively
along the eastern boundaries of farms BAKOVEN no.403, RHENOSTERVLEI no.485,
SCHOENEMAKERS FONTEIN no.486, FARM no.487, LEEUWEN VALLEY no.89, FARM no.492,
WOLWEKLOOF no.91, FARM no.92, FARM no.648, FARM no.649, FARM no.1110,
GROOTVERLANGEN no.649, BELLE VUE no.993, VLEESBANK B no.654, FARM no.653 and FARM
no.987, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the western boundaries of FARM
no.1504 and farm KLIPDRIFSKRAAL no.35, to the south-eastern corner beacon of farm ZWARTFONTEIN
no.792. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of FARM no.1100 to its southwestern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern and southern boundaries of farm
DIEPEGAT no.793, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed along the western boundary of FARM
no.1605 and then respectively along the southern and western boundaries of farm MEERLUST no.994, to
the north- eastern corner beacon of farm BOTER KLOOF no.851. Proceed respectively along its eastern
and southern boundaries to its south- western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern
boundaries of farms ANNEX HOORNBOSH no.160 and ZACHARIASHOEK no.874 and then along its
southern boundary to its south-western corner beacon. Then proceed respectively along the eastern and
southern boundaries of farm WOLVEDANS no.951, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the eastern, southern and western boundaries of farm KLEIN WOLWEDANS no.998, to
the south-western corner beacon of farm MUNNIKS DAM no.908. Continue along its western boundary to
its north- western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms BERG EN
DAL no.902 and BERG EN DAL no.1028, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along
its western boundary and that of farms PLAAS no.1108 and FARM no.1103, to the south-eastern corner
beacon of farm KALABAS KRAAL OUTSPAN no.895. Proceed respectively along its southern boundary
and that of farm GROENE RIVIER no.821, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue respectively along
its western boundary and that of FARM no.820, to the south-eastern corner beacon of FARM no.15.
Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and the southern boundary of farm BURGERS POST
no.754, to its south-western corner beacon. Continue along its western boundary and that of farm
HILLSIDE WEST no.708, to its south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern
boundaries of farm NIEUWE POST no.707 and FARM no.1092, to the north-eastern corner beacon of farm
COMMERCIAL DALE no.729. Proceed respectively along its eastern boundary and that of FARM no.725,
to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its southern boundary and that of FARM no.1180, to its
south-western corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the eastern boundaries of farms GANZE KRAAL
no.732 and BOKKERIVIER no.733, to its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue due south along the
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SAPS boundary to the ATLANTIC low-water mark. Proceed thereon, generally due west and then due
north, respectively traversing the seaward boundary of FARM no.565, the southern (seaward) boundaries
of farms RONDEBERG FLATS no.1116, JACKALS FONTEIN no.572, TYGERFONTEIN no.564 and the
western boundary of farm YZERFONTEIN no.560 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its
northern boundary to the south-western corner beacon of farm KERRIE FONTEIN no.555. Proceed
respectively along its western and northern boundaries to the point of intersection on its northern boundary
with the SAPS boundary on the R27 MAIN ROAD. Continue generally northwards along the SAPS
boundary (on the R27), traversing farms VIER FONTEIN no.553, BUFFELSFONTEIN no.453,
ZWARTBERGS VALLEY no. 447 and WILDE VARKENS VALLEY no.452 to a point on its northern
boundary which is approximately 461.5metres from its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along its
northern boundary to its north-eastern corner beacon and then along the north-western boundary of farm
ZWARTBERGS VALLEY no.447 to the south-western corner beacon of farm RIET FONTEIN no.378.
Continue respectively along its western, northern and eastern boundaries to its south-eastern corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the western, northern and eastern boundaries of farm THEEFONTEIN
no.384 to its south-eastern beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern boundaries of farms
GANZEKRAAL no.386 and GANZEKRAAL no.434 to its south-eastern corner beacon. Proceed
respectively along the western, southern and eastern boundaries of farm VOGELSTRUISFONTEIN no.433
to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed along a line (generally north westwards) along the SAPS
boundary, to a point on the eastern boundary of farm HAMBURG no.391, which is approximately
550metres from its south-eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along its eastern boundary and that
of farm KLEIN HAMBURG no.393, to its north-eastern corner beacon. Proceed respectively along the
southern and eastern boundaries of farms SCHAFPLAATSFONTEIN no.345 and ROOI VLEY no.344, to
its north- eastern corner beacon. Continue respectively along the western boundaries of farms KRAANE
VALLEY no.343, FARM no.327, KLIPGAT no.326 and DIEP KLOOF no.324, to its north-western corner
beacon. Proceed respectively along the southern and eastern boundaries of farm GEMSBOKFONTEIN
no.162 to its north-eastern corner beacon. Finally, proceed along the eastern boundary farm KLIP BANK
no.145 to its north- eastern corner beacon, which is the STARTING point.
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